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Trailer Home
Destroyed By
Fire Tuesday

Senior Citizens
Luncheon & Party
Planned Friday

10. Per Copy
•*ft

The Senior Citizens Clue will
have a potluck luncheon and
Christmas party at the Murray
Woman's Club House on Friday, December 5, at noon.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be
the guest speaker at the party
to follow the luncheon.
Members are to bring vegetables, salads, and desserts, as
the meat will be furnished by
the club.
Serving as hosts and hostesses will be Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
McLemore, Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
Mrs. Lochie Hart, Mrs. Goldia
Curd, Mrs. Olive Hagan, and
Mrs. Dollie Haley.
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South Vietnamese Turn Back
Six Hundred Reds Today

seize the outposts around Christmas.
Being humble is about the
Viet Cong arid North VietnaThe
trailer
home
of
f
o
ur
toughest job that a human bemese gunners shelled at least
Murray
State
University
stuing can tackle
13 other Allied targets during
dents at the Shady Oaks Trailer
the night, including My l'ho,
Park on the Mayfield Highway
$ome folks may think they are
the second largest city in the
was destroyed by fire on Tueshumble, but they get some
Mekong Delta. Spokesmen said
day evening
kind of kick out of the awarethe 40-round mortar salvo killspokesmen said
Military
ness that they are humble, thus
ed one person and wounded five
The Murray Fire Department
ea
160 South Vietnamese defenddestroying true humbleness.
•
end the Murray Rescue Squad
ers, with help from U. S. war- there.
Among the U. S. targets
were called to the trailer shortplanes and artillery, threw back
A truly humble person gets no
ly before seven p.m. Tuesday.
the four-hour assautt, killing shelled were the headquarters
of the U. S lat Infantry Divifeeling of self rightousness out
Pvt. Patrick Taylor
The trailer park is located out108 of the attackers and capturof being humble, nor that aura
sion at Lai Khe, 30 allies north
ing six machine guns.
side the city limits.
of holiness that human beings
Six cf the government troops of Saigon, and one of the divilove to endow themselves with
Early this morning the Murwere killed and 27 wounded in sion's brigade camps 10 miles
away which received up to 60
ray Rescue Squad made a secthe 200-round mortar attack
aoun.ds of rocket fire. CasualA person who says to himself
ond trip to the scene of the
and
battle
the
preceded
that
"I am humble", is a hypocrite.
fire when the insulation in the
itself, most of ties were described as light.
fight
the
during
(18AN0562)
CAMP LEJUNE, trailer walls flared up again
About 40 miles south of Bu
A really humble person recogit at close quarters, the
Prang, troops of the U. S. 1st
nizes that he is not as humble N. C. (FHTNC) Nov. 21 — MarLiving in the trailer were
nouncement
said.
as he should be, in other words, ine Private Patrick R. Taylor, four young men from Carlisle
Four students from Murray
It was the biggest battle in Air Cavalry Division lost four
men killed and eight wounded
his shortcomings are clearly son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P County who were James Cher- at Murray State University will
three weeks.
in a four-hour battle Tuesday.
visible to himself, more so than Taylor of New Concord, Ky., ry, Jimmy Owens, Stan Harris, be installed into Sigma Pi SigVietnamese
said
South
The
is
serving with "E" Company, and Cnarles
his virtues. All-he can do is
Hamrick. The trai- ma, national physics honor socthey chaptured one of the at- Spokesmen reported 17 guerSecond Battalion, Eighth Marler belonped to Richard James iety, at the university DecemJust work on it.
tackers
who told than his unit rillas slain.
ine Regiment at Guantanamo
ber 3.
of New Concord.
308th North Vietnamthe
was
The students are:
We approve of the new draft Bay, Cuba.
making its first
Battalion,
ese
During his five-month tour at
Mrs. Diana Lee Lessner,
lottery law. We have always
appearance on the South VietGuantanamo
he
will
act
as
part
of
Honchul
Delbert
daughter of
maintained that one man's life
nam battlefield.
Route 2. She is a senior physics
is just as important to him as of the defense force protecting
Spokesmen said the battalion
PRANG,'SOUTH VIETNAM--A South Vietnamese soldier
the
Guantanamo
Naval Base
and chemistry major who has
another man's is to him. Whe(hrries a tricycle along with his military gear for one of the
struck at 3:50 a. m. behind a
been secretary-treasurer of the
ther one person designs to conrgany children at the besieged U.S. Special Forces camp
mortar barrage against the goymath club and a member of the
tinue his education or lie unthree miles froth the Cambodian border. Bu Prang has been
err:anent outpost on the Plains
Dames Club.
der a tree dreaming, is of no
of Reeds, 50 miles northwest
under daily bombardment since late in October.
Marion S. Alexander of 503
consequence to anyone and
of Saigon and 800 yards from
North Seventh Street. A gradshould not be any criteria as
the Cambodian border.
uate student in physics a 11 d
far aa his military service is
Field reports said the North
graduated
chemistry, Alexander
concerned. The deferment poliVietnamese broke aff the atfrom college with a bachelor's
cies which have been in effect
tack shortly before 8 a. m., flee- William L. Sawyer, 25, a naOne way streets have been
degree and was a member of
thus far have been dishonest designated in the area of RobMg southwest, back toward tive of Albany, Ky., has been
Boyce
McCuiston, County
appointed Park Manager at
and unfair. If a person had the ertson School to help alleviate Forestry Ranger, urges all peo- Tau Beta Pi at Missouri School
Cambcdia.
money or motiyation to attend the traffic congestion, according ple of Calloway- County to -be of Mining.
Two students from Murray .It coincided with 58 shelling Kenlake State Reset Park,
_
.
Baiter Bilbre-Y-,- a Junior physchool he was deferred, if he to a spokesman for the Robert- extremely careful with fires as
A program of Christina: mu- Mark Russell and Russell How- attacks against other Allied tar- Commissioner Robtiril-E. Gablesics and math major. Bilbrey, sic presented by the Music De- ard, have been elected pledge gets, the heaviest round of of the Kentucky Department of
did not have the money or lack- son School PTA.
the department has been callBaxter Bil- partment highlighted the De- class officers of Pi Kappa Al- overnight salvos since No. 7. Parks announced today.
ed the motivation, then he was
Vaughn Street is one way go- ed out several times in the last son of Mr. and Mrs.
brey of 108 North Seventh cember general meeting of the pha social fraternity at Murray One American was killed and
eligible for the draft, this is ing north, Poplar one way go- three days.
Sawyer replaces James Pelle,
Street, is also a member of Pi Murray Woman's Club held State University.
pure nonsense.
16 were wounded.
ing west, and Broach is one
On Monday and Tuesday the
who
recently resigned.
Kappa
Alpha
social
fraternity.
Howard,
evening
Monday
at
Farther
the
7:00 at the
son of Mr. and
north alone the Camway going south from the 'n department was called to thc
For the past ten month SawDavid Fitts, son of Mr. and club house.
Mrs. Rudolph Howard of 109 bodian border, North Vietnam
Just Ilk* water seeking its own tersection with Poplar. Locust Arther Vinson and C. B. Tucker
Mrs. Beauton Fites of 706 MeaMrs Josiah Darnall directed Williams Ave., is a sophomore em troops attacked the Bu yer has been Business memlevel, everyone has to learn to remains a two way street.
farms. The Murray Rescue
ger at Kenlake. Prior to that
crack an egg in his own unique
Parents transporting their Squad assisted in the forestry dow Lane. A senior math end the cis rus in Rach's "0 Jesus majoring in chemistry and bio- Prang Special Forces camp for
way. We have worked on this children to and from school are i.epartment in a brush fire Tues- physics majors, he is a member So See. t" and a tyrolean car- logy. He was elected secretary the third time in four days de- time he spent a year working
of Pi Kappa Alpha also.
problem for sonic months now, urged to notice the signs and to daa In aka Irvin e
silaimat aooti will be Evening." of the fall pledge class.
spite heavy B-52 strikes -around In the Department of Parks
Central Office at Frankfort.
Russell. elected social chair- the area all night.
banging them together as some- use the streets as marked t
sis.
.aumbars
tosp
ar
McCuiston said ttreCtres
ttr1IONIM4
cielti
aa lbw MOM 44 MIK amok
one suggested, hitting them on avoid traffic congestion
have been started by hunters p.m. in Room 135 of Blackburn
°Paned
te
=
t
•
uP
1114
Ot
A vocal trio composed of Mrs. Eugene Russell of Route IV
rifireffte of
mortar 4.411shar
the side of the skillet, etc. Now,
in the vicinity. Hunters and re- Science Hall on the MSU camp Vernon Shown, Mrs. David El- jonng in
MI*
elementary education, Tuesday and then attacked on
we sort of half drop it, still residents are urged to use ex- us. The public is invited to at- liott, and Mrs. Roy Ray present- Russell
-41atirof thi
is a sophomore.
the ground in what Allied mili- bany, and is a gradxsa
taining hold on it, and let it
treme caution as the ground is tend.
The Murray chapter of Pi tary spokesmen considered a University of Kentucky with a
ed Gardner's "A Christina-s Folk
hang on the counter. This
very dry and with the winds
Installation speaker will be Song, and Mrs. Elliott offered Kappa Alpha was established probing action to test the Bachelor of Science Degree in
cracks it from one side to the
fires spread quickly, McCuis- Dr. W. F. Smith, assistant pro- "He Shall Feed his Flock" from an the
camp's defenses for bigger at- Business Administration. He is
campus in 1958.
other and all we do is just
ton said.
married and has one child.
fessor of physics at Murray "The Messiah," a solo for the
tacks to come.
part the shell and let the con
Any person wishing to re- State, who will speak on flute. She was accompanied by
Congressman Frank A. StubNo casualties were reported
4c it it
tents drop into pan.
blefield has announced two port a brush fire is asked to "WANG: A Miricomputer."
Mrs. Richard Farrell.
on either side in the attack, the
grants totaling $118,746.00 to call Forester Boyce McCuiston
MANAGER RESIGNS
numbers included:
Other
third such probe since SaturPractice makes perfect, what- Murray State University.
at 753-3807 or the fire tower
Brahma' "Cradle Song of the
day when some of the commanever the activity might be, and
The office of Education of the 753-5701.
Virgin" featuring Mrs. William
Henry L. Allen has resigned
dos succeeded in breaching the
we can crack eggs right well, if Department of Health, EducaA two car collision was in- outpost's barbed wire praline- from his post of park manager
Porter, voice; Mrs. Donald
we do say so.
tion and Welfare has approved
at Lake Barkley State Resort
Story, Viola; and Mrs. Richard vestigated by the Murray Po- ter.
a grant of $108,408.00 for 324
Farrell, piano; "Old French lice Department on Tuesday at
Six waves of B-52 Stratotten Park.
A real friend is one who has student awards under the colWilliam Ledford, assistant
The Murray JayCees complet- Carols" by the chorus with Mrs. 3:20 p.m. on South 6th Street, tresses came in during the night
been described as one who lege work-study program.
for their annual Vernon Shown as soloist; "Jin- according to the report filed by for raids against the 5,000-man manager at Lake Barkley, will
plans
ed
could tell you all of his trouStubblefield
Representative
North Vietnamese buildup that serve as interim manager until
Christmas Kickoff at a meet- gle Bells" by the chorus; and the officers.
bles . . . but doesn't.
said that these grants are auing held last night at the Tri- three traditional carols, "0 Cars involved were a 1966 clamped a stranglehold around Allen's successor is appointed.
thorized under title four of the
Come, All Ye Faithful," "0 Lit- Ford four door owned by Har- Bu Prang and Duc Lap 36 days
angle Inn.
A brilliant red flash a:. a Card- higher education act of 1985
tle Town of Bethlehem," and ry Russell and driven by Anna ago.
inal streaks across the yard in and that federal funds provide
Kickoff Committee chairman Silent Night" by the chorus Belle Russel of 1408 Poplar
Thetwo outposts 122 and 138
HAZEL WM3
the early dawn. There's enough 80% of the student payrolls
Street, Murray, and a 1988 miles north-northeast of Saigon
Paul Shapiro, revealed plans and audience.
light to make his scarlet coat with the University or off campfor the celebration which W11 Following the musical pro- Chevrolet two door owned by have been under shelling attack
The Hazel Baptist Chureh
stand out clearly.
us agency contributions providJane Cotharp of Mayfield daily from the guerrillas. Both
WASHINGTON —1114/1- The be held this Friday, December gram, a reception was held. Cathy
WMS is observing the week of
remaining
20%.
ing the
camps are within five miles of
the court square. Saina Mrs. Don Keller, club president haute One.
Senate chooses today between 5, on
prayer for foreign missions at
December 21 will be the shortThe second award to Murray
Police said Mrs. Russell was the Cambodian border.
Claus is expected to arrive at presided at the punch bowl.
the church this week. They are
est day of the year, and this Is State is a $10,338.00 grant from two competing tax cut propo- the Court House at 6:30 p.m. Decorations were by Mrs. Gene backing out into South 6th
U. S. Green Beret officers at
meeting each day at 1.30 pm.
only 18 days away. After that the National Science Foundat- sals that would affect every- where he will give candy to all Brendan and the Creative Arts Street and hit the Cotharp car the camps have
prediced the at the church annex.
the days will start getting long- ion to help develop and main- body: An $8.8 billion Democra- children. Free Cokes and hot Department. The Alpha depart- in the side that was parked. Communists will
attempt to
er, more daylight, two more tain a strong and well balanc- tic plan that would take effect popcorn rill be available t. ment served as hostess chairDamage to the Russell car
months of winter, then spring. ed program of research and quickly or a $12.8 billion Re- all and the downtown merel•- man.
was on the back bumper and
publican plan which delays its
science education.
ants will be open late for the
left side and to the Cothara
full
benefits
until
1973.
Then we'll see how our ViburStubblefield said that the
convenience of shoppers.
car on the left rear side.
num Mariesi, our Sweet Gum Foundation is making this
Both proposals car for an inPlans were also announcPd
tree and our Muscadine Vine grant available to MSU under crease in the $600 income
tax for the annual Murray High
made out during the winter.
its program designed to streng- personal exemption to $800.
School Football banquet by coThe exemption under the plan chairmen, Mike Lyons and Vick
then science programs on a
CHIROPRACTIC MEET
offered by Sen. Charles H. Per- Dunn. The banquet is open to by United Press International
rational basis.
cy, R-ELI., would not reach $800 all football players, football
Grade prices were fairly steaDr. Richard Broeringmeyer
until 1973. The plan sponsored cheerleaders, coaches and fam- dy
on burley tobacco auctions
Kent McCuiston of Murray
and Dr. Mary Broenngmeyer
by Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn, ilies of the players and cheerluesday over the day before has been initiated into Gamma
monthly
for
the
hosts
will be
would put it into effect by leaders and will be held at the
with price variations of one dolservice organization
meeting of District I of the
1971.
Holiday bin on Monday night at lar per hundred pounds occurr- Beta Phi
at Murray State University.
Chiropractic Association to be
The Women's Society of
6:30 p.m.
ing but no trend being establThe son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
The Nixon administretion
held at the Grecian Steak Christian Service of the Goshen
A road block will be held on ished.
D. McCuiston of Route 5, he is
House, Murray, on Saturday United Methodist Church will made It clear it liked neither, Saturday, December 13, to raise
a freshman majoring in agricidevening, December 6.
have a Christmas bazaar and but disliked Gore's plan more. funds for the JayCees' annual
In a letter to Senate Republi- Christmas food basket program
bake sale at the home of Mrs.
Quality of offerings declined ture.
The club is open to all formDossie Wheatley, 807 Poplar c= leader Hugh D. Scott of The club annually gives baskets a little from Monday as sales
Pennsylvania,
Beta Club and National Honer
President
Nixon
Street, on Saturday, December
of food to needy families in contained • slightly large prosaid he intends to sign a tax Calloway County and last year portion
members.
6, starting at nine a.m.
of lower grades and or Society
reform bill "but it must be the JayCees distributed 35 boxes
Free
coffee
will
be
served.
to
according
the
non-deecript,
Ushled Press lailersationuell
All kinds of handmade items equitably constructed and it of food to these families.
Federal-State Market News Sermust be fiscally responsible."
A bake sale will be conduct- vice. Sales '-continued to be
and home baked goods will be
He
said
Gore's
plan
was
neith354.3,
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.,
ed on the court square on Sat blocked at most points.
on sale The public is urged to
er.
stationary; below dam 3011, attend.
urday, December 13 by t h e
down 01.
Jaycettes.
Gross sales in the Burley
The adversaries agreed to
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4,
Belt Monday totaled 37,115,433 A Country and Gospel Music
vote
at
11.30
a.
m.
EST
today
dam
below
3041,
stationary;
pounds and averaged $70.64— Show will be held at the New
on Percy's proposal and to vote
down 0.8.
SALE PLANNED
up 14 cents from the previous Concord School on Saturday,
20 minutes later on Gore's.
Sunrise 6:53; sunset 4:40.
sale. Marketings for the sea- December 6, at 7:30 p.m.
Democrats =joy a 57 to 43
Moon rims 12:38 a. m.
The Murray TOPS Club wal
A bazaar and bake sale will edge over
Republicans in the have a rummage and bake saw son were raised to 181,270,768 Proceeds from the show will
be held in the fellowship hall Senate. Many were expected
be contributed to a fund for
to on Friday, December 5, at the pounds averaging $71.12.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
of the Dexter-Hardin United vote against Percy's
the Bobby D Osborn family.
amendment American Legion Hall. Hours
Kentucky — Temperature Methodist Church
on Saturday, and then support Gore's.
Thursday through Monday will December 6,
of the sale are from 12 noon to
from nine a.m. •o
Deliveries to the Burley Tobelow
degrees
6
average 2 to
eight p.m
four p.m., sponsored by the
Both the Percy and Gore
bacco Growers Cooperative rose
normal. Cool through period WSCS of the
church.
plans also grant special relief
to 26 per cent of Monday's gross
with minor day to day changes
All kinds of handmade items, for poor taxpayers which ultisale. The Association, operatFREE KITTEN
in west portion and 2 to 6 de- centerpieces, needlecraft,
can- mately would cost the governing in all states except Tengrees below normal elsewhere. dies and
The Wranglers Riding Cluo
home baked goods ment $2 billion. Both plans elinessee, Nol•th Carolina, and Vir- will nfeet at the Calloway
„
Kentucky normal highs 42 to will be on
Counsale.
C.
minate
five
million
poor
taxginia,
has received 24 7 per cent ty Court House on Thursday,
30. Normal lows 25 to 33.
Proceeds will be used to pack payers from the obligation to
of
A free black and white male
the season's total marketings December 4, at seven p.m.
Little or no percipitation boxes for
LIKE WORLD WAR I is this zigzag trench at embattled Bu
the soldiers in Viet- pay Income taxes and cut tax- part Siamese, about five months
There were no sales Tuesday
through next Monday.
.Primg. pear the Cambodian border of South Vietnam, Nearly
An election of officers for
nam and to help needy families es sharply for another seven old is free to someone for a at Paducah, Henderson and
all the defenders are South Vietnamese. The %seeks-long
1970 will be held All members
In the area.
million "near poor."
Fran I'• a.
pet. Phone 7534130e - •
are urged to attend
siege has cost the Communists around 1.300 killed

Pvt. Patrick Taylor
Is Serving In Cuba

By BERT W. OKULY
SAIGON MO — Six hundred
fresh North Vietnamese troops
stormed out of Cambodia this
morning and tried again and
again to overrun an outnimibared Allied outpost without
Ertlet4e9S.

Four Local Students
In Sigma Pi Sigma

**

One Way Streets
Marked In Area
Robertson School

New Manager
Appointed
At Kenlake

Fires Are
Reported In
County Areas

Christmas Program Pike Pledge Class
Presented At Meet Names Murray Men
Of. Woman's Club

Grants Announced
To Murray State

Two Car Collision
Reported Tuesday

Senate Will
Vote On Tax
Cut Today

Plans For Christmas
Kickoff Revealed

Prices Steady On
Burley Tobacco

Service Organization
Initiates Local Boy

Wheatley Home Is
Scene Of Bazaar

WEATHER REPORT

Music Show To Be
Held On Saturday

Bazaar, Bake Sale
Planned Saturday

Wranglers Club To
Meet On Thursday
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

BEST SELLERS

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

(UPI)
PUBLISHED by LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
(Compiled by Publisbars'
eskly
Inc., OonsolidaUon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
MU*.
The TImes-Heraid.• October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
Jsusuary 1, 1942.
'DIE GODFATHER- Mario Puzo
113 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 43/71
THE LOVE MACHINErecent
a
had
have
Q - I
J aegueline Susann
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
toe
It
Is
income.
THE ANDROMEDA STRAINsharp rise in
•
Michael Crithton
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the =tar, late to file an estimated retrial
THE HOUSE ON THE STRANDor Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beat this year?
Daphne
du Maurier
interest of our readers.
A - You have until Januar,
THE SEVEN MINUTESesti
of
declaration
a
Irving Wallace
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 15011 15 to file if the change occur
THE PROMISE-Chaim Potok
Madison Ave. Memphis, Team.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y, mated tax September 1. How
NAKED CAME THE STRANGER
red after
Stephenaon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Penelope Alike
ever, if you file your 1969 re
THE
PRETENDERSEntered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamiancin aa turn and pay in full the hal
Gwen Davis
Second Class Matter
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINTawe due by February 2, 1970
estimate',
Philip Roth
SUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per you need not file the
IN THIS HOUSE OF BREDEMonth $1.51. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.50; declaration. To obtain a cops
Rumer Godden
Zones 1 & 2, a13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All aervice subscriptions WOO. of Form 1040-ES, Declaratior
of Estimated Tax, send a post
Nomietidos
"liss Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is Ms
card to your District Director.
Integrity ef Its Newspaper'
Q - Is a Christmas bonin
THE PETER PRINCIPLE-Laurence
taxable?
I. Peter and Raymond Hull
bonuses are taxYes,
A
MY LIFE WITH JACQUELINE
WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 3, 1969
able income and should be re- •
KENNEDY-Mary Befall
ported on your tax return. Ear'
Gallagher
with
to
required
PRESENT
ployers are
AT THE CREATIONDean Acheson
hold income and Social Security
THE
SELLING
OF THE PRESItaxes on bonuses as they do on
DENT 1968-Joe McGinnis.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
other compensation paid emTHE MAKING OF THE PRESIPHILADELPHIA - Mrs. Stella Sparks relating the kidding her ployees.
DENT 1965-Theodore H. White
who
maid
new
11-year-old son Jeff had received from the family before his first
Q - I've got a
plane ride - i TWA jet ffight which was hijacked to Cuba:
doesn't want me to take Social
"The smaller children at home would say to my older toy, Security taxes out of her pay.
'See you in Havana,' jokingly when they were leaving."
What should I do?
A - Explain to your maid
INDEPENDENCE Calif. - Independence Sheriff Merin Curtis that unless these taxes are paid
describing the effect
' Charles Manson, a suspect in the Sharon She will not receive credit towards future Social Securi4
Tate murder case, has upon the murder case:
"Manson is most definitely still the leader of the three other benefits. As her employer, you
are legally responsible for seeguys. He gives them orders and they obey him."
ssic
ing that the required Social
Ycri
paid.
are
taxes
WASHINGTON - Sen. George D. Aiken, R-Vt., warning that Security
continued publicity about the Soo My massacre was jeopardizing may, however, pay her share of
DIVE FOR LIFE The crow 01 a U.S. helicopter dives for cover tcrevade
the tax for her.
Viet Cong rocket fire at Bu Prang. South Vietnam.
their rights:
, _ ,
our
that
fact
the
Will
Q
"I don't know how they'll get a fair trial. They are being tried
daughter is getting married is
and convicted by the press,"
would be some news about the imates that Miss Hepburn is in
December cause us to lose the
bed off the cream of the tickets
project.
her?
for
claim
we
exemption
for a $5,000 weekly guarantee for months to come.
WASHINGTON - Rep. Allard K. Lowenstein, D-N.Y. who opposed
He has been obsessed with the against 10 per cent of the gross,
A - If she decides to file a
Producer Brisson may have a
a resolution siworting President Nixon's Southeast
'Asia policy,
idea that Chanel's career would which means that she conceivjoint return with her husband
problem later. Miss Hepburn is
giving his view of the resolution's meaning:
make
a
great
musical.
Various
then you may not claim her ex
ably could far surpass any prea six-month contract. It is
"It can mean all things to all men."
writers were approached from vious high pay for a Broadway in on
emption. There is an exception
By JACK GAVER
entirely possible that this could
time to time, including composer star.
to this rule, if neither your
UPI Drama Editor
be extended if all goes well. If
Richard Rodgers and his late
daughter nor her husband tra
There has been an advance t doesn't, will he ever get back
but
collaborator.
return
Oscar Hammerstein.
required to file a
sale in excess of $200 million. the $900,000 cost, let alone
NEW YORK (UPI)-Good, inA couple of years ago the Theater party brokers have grabthey file a joint return to claim
nake a profit? Could he carry
different
bad
from
or
the
evenrefund,of tax withheld. Then
project boiled down to Lerner
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
in with a replacement? After
you may Still claim an exempt- tual critical viewpoint, which and a new composer-collaborill, the big attraction is Katherine
on for her if she otherwise will not be known until Dec. 19 ator, Andre Previn, prestigious
Hepburn.
"Coco,"
a
musical
starring
,
Grosse
Kath- musician best known to the
Point, Mich. qualifies as your dependent
Claude Emerson age 50, died today at
The official opening night,
' of FFA held its Father-Son banquet at the
The Hazel chapter
If your daughter files a sep erine Hepburn is pre-ordained to Hollywood movie scene, here
when the critics will see the
Student Union Building, Murray State College last night.
,arate return, you may claim be THE show of the 1969-70 making his Broadway debut at
ihow, is Dee. 18.
Kirksey beat Hazel 53-52 and Mayfield beat Lynn Grove 104-44 1her exemption as long as she Broadway theater season from 3 time when he is romantically
in basketball games last night.
1qualifies as your dependent. the standpoint of general involved with actress Mia Farrow.
* * *
Pork chops were advertised at 35 cents a pound in the advertiseQ - In my job I often have interest.
And, until a couple of years
1to take work home. What do I
ment for Parker's Food Market.
Swedish tv poll
Igo. it was rather taken for
ireed to prove that part of my
There are three reasons for !ranted that, if and when the
ST1JCKHOLM (UPI)-From
I ,ome is an office for tax pur- this:
-how was done, Chanel would be
tiow on, the people of Sweden
1 oses?
The prestige of Miss Hepbuili. played by Rosalind Russell,
will have an opportunity to say
A - To qualify for deduct. although -this is her first ventufr prime movie star and
wife
of
they like and dislike in
what
ons, you must establish that into the musical theater
producer
no
Brisson.
programs. The public
and
The're
was,
television
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
]ou are required to provide one knows how well she can in fact, a definite announcement
opinion department of the Swedfacilities
and
space
own
our
'.
this at one piht.. But., rumor
sing
ish Broadcasting Coring*On
s a condition of your employpaiste.ci
1 he Jiroadway-isit recointIQS tut. it., Cita
will question 60,000 persons
ent &act that you regulari.
Men Jay Lerner, - hbeettist,'
-‘
41.66
n'T bUrn ci°41141 Pu
in an effort to improve
annually
'
ilraY'herpurbusiness
space
for
this
se
Dwight D. Crisp, *armor cartoway counhain, has accepted the
lyricist, whose past successes it
"Coco" is centered on the
programming.
ses.
position as Boy Scout Executive at the Susquenango Council in P
* * *
You must also be able to elude "Brigadoon," "Itiv• Fair year 1954 when Chanel, at the
Binghamton, N.Y.
age of 71, came out of retireLads:" and "Camelot":
Rev. Robert E. Jarman spoke at the meeting of the Rotary Club. s ow the portion of your home
The fabulous, international ment to reassert her leadership in
Killer typhoons
Miss Joan Butterworth and Harry U. Whayne were married in tised for this purpose and the reputation of Gabrielle
("Cocci"), the fashion field. There are, of
so
ime
used.
it
is
New Orleans, La., on November 23,
MANILA (UPI) - Four kilChanel, aged queen of French course, flashbacks to her earlier
Dr. Rainey T. Wells spoke at the meeting of the Magazine Club For example, if the office high
ler typhoons hit the Philippines
couture whose romantic romantic periods. etc.
5 pace accounts for 10% of your
held at the home of Mrs. Leslie R. Putnam.
from April to the first week
The show, which began pret otal space, then you may take and professional lives are the
of July this year.
view performances at the huge
l 0% of such items as rent, de- inspiration for this show.
It should be added, also, that Mark Hellinger Theater Nov. 12,
The typhoons caused a toll
preciation, heat, light, insurof 70 dead and damage esti- ar3 Minnelli
nce, real estate taxes a n d knowledge of such a show has in lieu of the usual out-of-town
ortgage interest. If you use seeped gradually into the con- tryout. is estimated to approach
VIET CONG DEFECTOR This mated at more than 2(8) million
ended Burton •iim mcintirE
he office portion only half the sciousness of the theater-minded the $900,000 mark in produc- hardened 14 - year - old boy pesos ($25 million), accordim
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the time for business purposes, during the decade in which pro- tion cost. At a $15 top ticket
to
published
statistics.
was a sniper for the Viet
Lord, which is, and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty, I hen you may deduct only 5'70 ducer Frederick Brisson has been price, it could gross at least
Cong in Vietnam, defected,
f the expenses as a business trying to put all the pieces to- SI-35.0(/0 weekly.
- Revelation 1:8.
and now is fighting for the
gether. Every year almost. there
God is all things, God Almighty, An unchanging God in a changing 'eduction.
The tradr• paper. Variety, estSouth Vietnamese.
I
water
did
Q
some
con:
world.
rvation work on my farm this
summer. How do I handle these
* TODAY *
expenses for tax purposes?
Tv profile
thru Saturday
A - You may elect to deduct
some of your costs while you
imust capitalize others. Your
costs for structures or facilities
that are subject to depreciation
must be capitalized with the
costs recovered through annual
depreciation allowances. In this
category would be items such
By VERNON SCOTT
as water wells, pipes, tiles and
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
other than earthen dams.
You may elect to deduct,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Lucie Arnaz, daughter of Lucille Ball and
Demi Arnaz, was raised in the hubbub of television but lived in a within certain limitations, costs
involved in the construction of
protective cocoon provided by her parents.
ditches, diversion
Now 18 years old and a queenly five feet, nine inches tall, little drainage
channels, earthen dams and
Luck isn't Co little any more.
She is beautiful, gracious and makig her start as an actress on ponds along with certain other
her mother's weekly television series, 'Here's Lucy." I,ucie is also expenditures. You must make
independent. She moved away from the family mansion this year. this election for the first tax
"I just decided to see how hard it was to live alone," she says. year you pay or incur such exSo far the brunette youngster has found it difficult indeed. he penses.
For additional details, conmust keep personal accounts, pay bills, keep the bank account in
balance, lug her laundry to the coin-machine place and other little tact your local County Extenschores* that she had escaped while living with her mother and her ion Agent or ask your IRS office
for a free copy of the Farmer's
stepfather, comedian Gary Morton.
Luck rented an expensive apartment in Century City overlooking Tax Guide, Publication 225.
ANTI-VIETNAM WAR RALLY IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE The adviser to the Viet Cong's -ProviBeverly Hills. It has one bedroom and a large living room.
sional Revolutionary (;overnment delegation itt the Vietnam peace talks in Paris, Mrs.
Before moving in, 1.ucie painted her new quarters on the 16th Repeater
Ngoc Dung addresses rn anti-Vietnam war rally in London's Trafalgar Square. About
floor in white. She also undertook the task of papering the walls in
1.500 demonstrators burned a U.S. flag in front of the U.S. Embassy to protest the alleged
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)-the bathroom and kitchen. massacre of South Vietnamese civilians.
(Coblephoto)
Virginia
Grey,
who
has
worked
Ter furnish the apartment 1,ucie raided her father's ranch near
Riverside, Calif., corning away with magnificent antiques and a few in producer Ross Hunter's last
10 movies, landed her 11th role
RKO-Desilu studio relics Desi had acquired over the years.
Compared to the spacious mansion in which she lived with her for him in "Airport" which stars
mother, Lucie's new home is cramped and without a swimming Burt Lancaster and Dean Martin.
* * *
pool, playroom, guest house and other little extras.
She also had to leave behind three pet dogs, Junior, Tinkerbell
arid Ginger. She gave her goldfish to a cousin and claims a pair of New regular
t tidies died of loneliness.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Tim
l
Your friends at your local Federal Savings and Loan Branch wonder if you know of a
e
"
k.
Batt
She did, however, take along two canaries, Him and Her. Matheson, 21, will become a
Calloway Countian 90 years of age. Our parent Federal Savings and Loan Assoctation
Home visit,
the
season
90.
in
regular next
would like to share its 90th Anniversary with this 90y8ar old person. Complete and mail
Lucie says she enjoys living alone, hut she does manage to travel minute television series, "The
the coupon below to us We have a gift for this person.
from her apartment to her mother's house for Virginian."
the five
s
A Harry Saltzman Prrarstoe
dinner two or three times a week.
* * *
,114Uir
Name of 90 Year Old Person
t
She is learning to cook, but doesn't plan to make a career of it.
Harry Andrews Michael Caine ileVOIHOIVIrd CllIl Jtrip.IS Ian 1.1rSlian& IlmisoA
tato
She is most hands w ith steaks, chops and frozen casseroles.
Laurence Ohne Nigel Pahtei Chiistoph.r Plun
',' '
- '. c-, Notioi
Robert
Address
Shaw
Farce
new
Wyman
her
Phone
-----61111111
In addititm to
Suirrab York
freed,im , Lucie became engaged
Phone1..o, wh .Jaoes Kansa? -. /INC Creak/roll
to Phil t antlers ort. a s oung film executive. They date frequently. Jane returns
e....Tectinicsior. -,..Partalf1S4a.
RI) tinned
ggsaig till I Iii (limier allli Mtn irS.
HOLLYWOOD _(1111).--Jane
LL!,j Artists
pants
filled
with
closet
and
Itthie's
is
sweaters. She seldom can be Russell returns to films after a
In
in skirts. "unless it's for sonic big occasion."
long absence to star iii "darker
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
her schedule is buss . hair day s a week she is.required lobe at Than 'Amber" with Rod Tas her
the studio Paramount In 10 a.iii. and seldom returns home before and Suzy Kendall fur Cinema
Murray, Kentucky
GIVE THEATRE GIFT BOOKS FOR
301 East Main Street
CHRISTMAS'
Il in thr r sr
Center Films.

69..7,
Sea s
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The story of the Sun
ssic basketball tourrg
a
Bean
simstal
pleks.t,i,
t1 e: "Jai

Jacksonville Univer5
two seven-footers neve
tended in the two-day b
at Jacksonville, Fla.,

feor
d Me
the
rehcea
ham
d Spta
ions
te'hi:
night, The Dolphins t
East Tennessee State
opening round. Floric
East Tennessee State
the consolation match,
day night's only oth(
in the Southeast, Flo
edged Oregon State 69The schedule tonight
gin Tech, Vanderbilt
iamLand Biscayne C
Miami.
Morehead Coach Bil
Is ready to concede
sonville and its giant
time. "If there's a Ix
'In the country, I don
'play them," Harrell
Tuesday night's loss.
The Dolphins' 7 -2
+more Scored 31 points
26 reboustis and bloc
shots. He was called
goaltending and 7-0
Burrows III tallied
Rex Morgan, a 6-5 for,
ed 22 points along wi
ous assists to Burrov
more, named the tou
post valuable player.
y Senior forward An
taced Florida to its vi,
East Tennessee Stata
26 points for a two-1
of 49, second only to
tournament output of

Nixon Wil
Attend Te
Ark. Gam

FAYETTEVILLE,
(UPI)-- There will be
championship on the
President in the 5
there will be national
cameras peeking o
every shoulder.
College football's
game" will be ri
Saturday in the
Oatarks before 43,000
Including the nation's
President Nixon, wtx
the bench in college.
But the coaches wt
prepare their teams
unbeaten Universities
and Arkansas feel
will be decided by
things that would deci
were played before no
but a few friends, I'd
cheerleaders.
The game will di
Southwest Confer enc,
pion, the host team I
Dame in the Cotton
the national champions
In a UPI poll of
Conference coaches,
were eager to make
on the game's outer
they all agreed it
special.
Teams like TCU an
Baylor moved the bal
Arkansas, but that di,
many points. Arkancas
nation in fewest point
-6,8 a game.
Both teams play th,
gimes on Astroturf,
Ctach Bo Hagan th
home rug advantage
the key.
''l think it will be a
he said, "but of col
have the advantage if
playing in Fayetteville.'
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NHL WELCOMES '
TWO TO FAMILY

KNICKS BOMB
SEATTLE TUESDAY

By MAR TLN LADER
UPI Sports Writer

WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 3. 1969

Calloway Edges Fannington

The Calloway County Lakers line.
tough, Mayfield Cardinals on
pulled out a 59-54 win over
Calloway led in rebounds 46 Friday night.
By United Press International Farmington's Wildcats after
to 29.
trailing for the first three perThe Lakers now stand at five Calloway Co. __ 13 26 38-59
The New York Knicks hay iods in a game played at Calyet to prove they are one of th - loway County High School here wins and two losses for the sea- Farmington ____ 14 31 39 — 54
wen and will host the always
Calloway Co. (59) — Rushing
reat teams in National Baska-I Last night.
17, Cleaver 11, Doran, Sears 7,
hall Association history — theyi Charles Rushing and Darrell
Roney 8, Crawford 5, Todd,
haven't even won a league titl Cleaver were the only Lakers HARVEST HELPERS
Chapman 7, Williams 4.
Yet —but they are showin to hit in double figures as they
Farmington (54) — Barnes 6.
MEXICO CITY (UPI)—Sevnight after night that they ax pumped in 17 and 11 points
Johnson 3, Adams 13, SanderAmerican
enty-five
youths
arone of the most explosive.
respectively.
rived here Monday and later son 5, Delk 18, Darnall 9.
This strong, aggressive an
Calloway nad an average of boarded a Cubana Airlines
talent-in-depth
team did i 36.2 per cent from the field
again Tuesday when it virtually and a 40 per cent shooting av- plane for Havana to help
harvest Cuba's sugar cane Joins
aRdisuio
the
hIew
Bo th
eSe,s
n tstig
Supersonica
setuariooteing
courantdinTo
cast
the
om
ff erage from the free throw line.
crop. Alison Broege, 24, of
Madison
Farmington was led in scor- Orange, N.J.,
tif
)1.1.YWOOD
the
said
group,
(UPI)—
third period and breezed to a, ing by Alfred Delk with 18
. Ian
Holm will join
129-109 victory. The victory was points and Keith Adams with about half of which were girls, Bntam ,
the Knicks' 24th in 26 games 13. The Wildcats hit 30.8 per were going to Cuba "to show I.e. Remick and Richard Attenthis season.
cent from the field and 37.5 sympathy for those who are borough m Columbia's "A Sevper cent from the free throw fighting against imperialism." err.] Hvad.Weschery's all-court play
tied the Supersonics to leave
the court at halftime trailing b i
only 57-53, But the Supersonics
lb.
never had a chance in the third
U.S. CHOICE
period as the Knicks outscored
them, 45-17, with key bursts of
13-3 and 20-7. The Knicks led,
90-66 at the end of the thir
period and loafed the rest o
1
the way.
JIM
Willis Reed was 5-for-5, Wal
Frazier, 4-5, Dick Barnett, 2-4,
Bill Bradley, 4-7, and Day
DeBusschere, 3-6, during th
AO AMS
drives which left the Knicks
L ci. 43c
IGA
with a 102-70 lead after thre
periods.
Frazier wound up as the
Knicks' high scorer with 30
points while Bob Rule, especially effective in the first half,
SOUTHERN STAR
U.S. CHOICE
scored 25.
Wes Uuseld scored a career
high 30 points and pulled down
21 rebounds leading the Baltimore Bullets to a 129-107 win
over the Cincinnati Royals.
Oscar Robertson scored 23
Sliced
points for the Royals, who los
their 14th game in 24 starts.
As Mixed Chops
Bob Dandridge scored 2
points and Lew Alcindor an
John McGlocklin had 24 each as
the Milwaukee Bucks defeated
the Philadelphia 76ers, 122-114,
120z.4110
Dick Van Arsdale scored 38
points to lead the Phoenix Suns
over the Chicago Bulls, 121-11
DETERGENT
MARTHt WHITE
and the San Francisco Warriors
also used a 45-point third pert
top the Detroit Pistons, 11
109 with Nate Thurmond getting
co
NiLtes
poin
t.ts and 23 rebounds in th

NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
National Hockey Leazue. blazIng a trail of ice that inevitably
will leaa to Europe, today
welcomed Vancouver, B.C., and
Buffalo, N.Y., to its growing
family.
Backers of the two new
franchises each agreed to pay a
record $6 million—three times
the franchise price in 1966— for
the privilege of drafting 20
players each from the existing
clubs and fielding a team in
time for next season.
Seymour Knox Ul and his
brother Northrup, who will sell
their 20 per cent interest in the
Oakland Seals, head the Buffalo
franchise. Tom Scallen an
NEW CONCORD KING AND QUEEN.
Danny Chadwick and attorney, controls Medicor, the
Debbie 'Origins were crowned prior to the Redbirds'
Homecom- Minneapolis company
which
ing game last week. New Concord
lost both the A and B team will control the Vancouver
games to Ainvo.
team.
The franchise awards were
contingent on the new owners
meeting certain area requirements. Both parties expressed
confidence the conditions would
be met before the Dec. 20
deadline. Final approval from
the NHL Board of Governors is
expected Feb. 16.
In a new formula of play next
The story of the Sunshine Cla- Tommy Martin, with
nine points
season, Buffalo and Vancouver
ssic basketball tournament has was the leading scorer
for East
a simple title: "Jax and the Tennessee, which hit
will juin the Eastern Division,
only 23
Bean Stalks."
per cent of its floor shots in the which will include Montreal,
Boston, New York, Toronto and
Jacksonville University and its first half.
two seven-footers never were exSkip Young sank a free throw Detroit. The Chicago Black
Hawks will shift to join St.
tended in the two-day tournament on a technical foul with two
secLouis, Oakland, Los Angeles,
at Jacksonville, Fla., and trounc- onds to play to give
Florida
Minnesota, Pittsburgh and Phied Morehead State, Ky. 117-63 State its win over Oregon
State.
ladelphia in the West or sofor the championship Tuesday The Beavers drew a
technical
called expansion division.
night. The Dolphins had beaten foul for calling too many
timeEast Tennessee State 92-74 in the outs. Young was the
The 1970-71 schedule will be
Seminoles
Increased from 72 games to 78,
opening round. Florida downed top scorer with 19 poinieand
with all teams meeting each
East Tennessee State 68-49 in center Dave Cowens
had 18 poother six times.
the consolation match. In Tues-ints and 17 rebounds.
In answer to complaints that
day night's only other contest'
By MARTIN LADER
the Stanley Cup final has
in the Southeast, Florida State
UPI Sports Writer
become
an
anticlimax
edged Oregon State 69-68,
because
It matches the survivor of the
The schedule tonight has Georweaker West against the East, NEW YORK (L'PI)— Kengia Tech, Vanderbilt at Missisthis formula also has been tucky Wesleyan, seeking its
sippi and Biscayne College at
changed for 1971. The cup fourth NCAA College Division
Miami.
quarter-finals will continue on championship in the last five
Morehead Coach Billy Harrell
NEW YORK (UPI)— The pre- an
intra-divisional basis, but years, today was named to the
Is ready to concede that Jackseason United Press Interna- the semifinals will match
the top spot in the United Press
sonville and its giants are big
tional small college basketball highest-placed teams
of each International pre-season small
time. "If there's a better team
ratings for the 1969-70 season division against the
college basketball ratings.
lowest.in the country, I don't want to
The Panthers compiled a 20-5
with first place votes in placed survivors of the
other.
play them" Harrell said after parentheses
record
:
last season and then
In this way, it is assumed that
Tuesday night's loss.
Team
Points the two strongest teams will proceeded to wipe out five
The Dolphins' 7 -2 Artis Gil- 1. Ky. Wesleyan (9)
183 clash in the final regardless of opponents in the NCAA tourReg. BOX 12
snore scored 31 points, grabbed 2. Ashland (2)
Giant Size
17'7 division.
nament,
beating
Southwest
5 Lb. dog
26 rencsuids and blocked eight 3. S.
sassaausi, aims.
Missouri (3)
165
1
shots. He was called twice for 4. Eflosville
1
.
sal
final.
was
their
It
s
130
(2)
goaltending and 7-0 Pembrook 5.
consecutive crown and third in
Am. Intl (3)
99
Burrows III tallied 18 points.
four years.
6. Eastern New Mex.(3)
75
Rex Morgan, a 6-5 forward, • • 1
Kentucky Wesleyan, which
7. Alcorn A&M
73
ed 22 points along with numer 8. S. W. Louisiana
placed third in the final UPI
54
ous assists to Burrows and Gil 9. Cheyney St.
49 By United Press International small college ratings last
more, named the tournament's 10. Gannon (1)
season, received nine of the 28
48
most valuable player.
first-place votes cast in the preF _ID D/F.T
11. S.F. Austin (2)
45
GERBER STRAINED
ICA
Spencer Haywood, the United season balloting and
Senior forward Andy Owens 12. Tennessee ABA
a total of
33 States' Olympic
NEW
YORK
(UPI)—
College
basketball
hero
Florida
paced
to its victory over 13.
183 points.
Centra St.
29 at Mexico
football linemen don't come
City, might help lead
East Tennessee State, scoring
Ashland, the UPI national
(Tie Puget Sound (1)
29 the American
Basketball Asso- champion last season; was much bigger or better than
26 points for a two-game total 15. (Tie Nev. Las Vegas
28 ciation
Mike McCoy, Notre Dame's
out of the wilderness
of 49, second only to Gilmore's
second to Kentucky Wesleyan in
(Tie) Illinois St.
28
he got some help from his today's voting with two first- massive defensive tackle,
tournament output of 66. Little 17. Oglethorpe
23 Denver
The 6-5, 285-pound AllRocket teammates.
place votes and 177 points. In
18. Howard Payne
22
America from Erie, Pa. was
Haywood, the most herald
all, 11 schools received first19. (Tie) Wheaton (1)
16 rookie
voted United Press Internationin the league's history, place mention.
303 C t N
(Tie) Fairmont (1)
16
al's Lineman of the Year,
has lived up to his advance
Southwest
Missouri State was
Others receiving five or more
Tuesday, edging Penn State's
notices by leading the circuit in third in the voting with
165
points: Eastern Michigan, TriGAL.
scoring but has been unable to points, followed by Evansville Mike Reid by only seven
International, Pikeville,
nity
lift the Rockets out of last (130), American International ballots. McCoy received 44
South Dakota St., Lincoln (Mo.)
votes from sportswriters and
place in the Western Division, (99), Eastern New
Mexico (75),
Elizabeth City, Nevada Reno,
There was a glimmer of hope Alcorn A&M (73), Southwest sportscastefs across the counEastern Washington, AssumpJAR
try while Reid polled 37 ballots.
for the rookie Tuesday night, Louisiana (54), Cheyney
St.
tion, Albany (Ga.) St., Norfolk
Steve— Kiner
of Tennessee
however, when his 30-point (49) and Gannon (48).
St., South Dakota, Washington
finished third with 12 votes.
effort was rewarded with a 127Five coaches from each of
(Mo.) Wartburg, Grambling,
WHITE GOLD
ETt,R KIST
FAYETTEVILLE,
li5tit3DF:ESSING
A r k Southeast Louisiana, Montclair 101 victory over the Pittsburgh the seven geographical areas of After Kiner in the voting
came John Ward, oklahoma
Pipers. The win was the the country will vote
(UPI)— There will be a natio
each week
St., Wittenberg, 'Transylvania, Rockets'
State (4); Jack Reynolds,
eighth in 24 games.
championship on the line and Stetson, Northwest Missouri St.,
for the top 10 teams with points
Byron Beck had 23 points and
Tennessee (3); David CampPresident in the stands an Capitol, Bellar mine.
distributed on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-43bell, Auburn (3); Sid Smith,
Larry Jones 22 for the Rockets
there will be national television
1 basis for votes from first to
USC (2); Don Parish, Stanford
while John Brisker led the 10th.
cameras peeking over mos
In the pre-season ballotPipers' scoring with 30. The
(2); Rocky Wallace, Missouri
every shoulder.
ing, 28 coaches took part.
(2); Leo Brooks, Texas (2);
loss
the
was
Pipers' 13th in 22
College football's "dream
and Carl Crennel, West Virginia
games and left them in fifth
game" will be reeled 0
'63 OZ. CAN
10 Lb. aag
place in the Eastern Division.
(2).
Saturday in
the
Arkansas
Bob
Bedel
McCoy,
l's
who
claims
"it's
11
points
Ozarks before 43,000 fanatics,
special to play for Noire
sparked a 35-22 fourth-period
Including the nation's No. 1 fan,
Dame," led the Irish to an 8-1-1
drive which enabled the Dallas
President Nixon, who warmed
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)—
Chaparrals to beat the New
season in 1969 and a trip to the
the bench in college.
All American Football League
Cotton Bowl on New Year's
But the coaches who had to offensive tackle Ron Mix, the York Nets, 120-108, in the other
Day to play the winner of the
CT Jt.R490
prepare their teams for the only surviving member of the ABA game Tuesday night. The
By United Press International Texas-Arkansas game this SaI
unbeaten Universities of Texas original Los Angeles Chargers, loss ended the Nets' seventurday,
and Arkansas feel the game is calling it quits at the end of game winning streak.
Manny Lakes was the game Army 74 Lehigh 61
RED OF YELLOW
will be decided by the same this season.
GOLDEN RIPE
FLORIDA
high scorer for the Chaps with Florida St. 69 Oregon St. 68
things that would decide it if it
Temple
60
St.
John's
24
NY
points
and
John Beasley
59
Mix, who has been an all
were played before nobody else
performer
since the added 23. Lavern Tart scored Cent Michigan 69 Illinois St 59
but a few friends, relations and AFL
By United Press International
league begawth 1960 and is 25 for the Nets, whose streak Loyola (La.) 91 Tampa 86
cheerleaders.
R.I. Coll. 113 Lowell 89
The game will decide the regarded at( one of the top was the longest of the season in
Marquette 98 No Mich 60
Gerry Ouellette showed a
Southwest Conference cham- offensive tackles in all of pro the ABA.
Illinois
83
flair
Butler
for the dramatic Tuesday
67
4L3. ,DIG
pion, the host team for Notre football, wants to go into public
5.6AG
Ft. Hays St. 101 N.W. okla. 8g night,
Dame in the Cotton Bowl and service, either as a candidate REFUSES STATEMeN
Baker 89 Sterling 79
The veteran right wing of the
for public office or in an
the national championship.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Wlmngtn 94
Centre (Ky.) 71
Buffalo Bisons scored a goal
In a UPI poll of Southwest! appointive position.
State Department has declined M Harvey 81
with only two seconds left to
Beckley 54
Conference coaches, not many.' "I could play three more to say how much it cost the
Fairmt St. 88 W.Va, Wslyn 78 Play to give the American
were eager to make a forecast years," he said Tuesday, "but United States to get Thailand to Dartmouth
l_ .J. 100
67 Worcstr Tech 58 Hockey League Western Divinow,"
49C
timing
matter
of
on the game's outcome. But it's a
send 12,000 troops to Vietnam, Wichita St, 9'7 Oregon
sQluoenbelcesAdceerss. a 3-3 tie with the
84
e
they all agreed it would be
Spokesman Carl Bartch ack- Okla St. 61 Abilne
Christn 51
Mix, a graduate of the nowledged Monday the Thai
special.
Boston
U.
76
Boston Coll 70
Quebec had taken a 3-2 lead
Teams like TCU and winless University of Southern Califor- government received military Mass 90
only one minute and 51 seconds
Providence 85
Baylor moved the ball well on nia, joined the Los Angeles and economic aid, including Clark 72
Brandeis 71
earlier on a goal by Rosaire
Arkansas, but that did not get Chargers when the AFI was funds to pay special allowance Pace 86
a e muent le
Brooklyn Coll 74
but Aces' goalie Dune
despite
being
a
1960,
formed
in
many points. Arkansas leads the
to troops on foreign duty.
Ninci 99 MacMurray 64
Wilson,
who made 25 saves,
Baltithe
of
nation in fewest points allowed first-round pick
But he declined to confirm or Midwestern 80 McMurry
was
Ouellette's
75
CLOSED SUNDAYS
more Colts then the defending deny a published report the
—6.8 a game.
IU 72 Va, Cmnwith 67, 2 o.t. desperation shot,
National
champions
the
of
Both teams play their home
United States gave Thailand l• aylor 89 Tex Wesleyan
In the only other Alil, game,
49
gimes on Astroturf, but Rice Football League.
about $1 billion in increased hiel 76 Case Tech 57
Bob Berry and Judes Drouin
He captained the USC Tro- assistance.
Coach Bo Hagan thinks the
iena 94 Clarkson 83
each scored two goals to pace
home rug advantage could be jans and was named their most
The United States already
Sunshine Classic
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Montreal to an'8-5 victory over
before
lineman
1959,
valuable
Li
the key.
had disclosed it provided the
(Final Round)
Hershey. The triumph Inl think It will be a toss-up," being selected by the Chargers. Philippines with $38 million for and 117
Mrehed St. 63
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THROUGH TUESDAY NOVEMBER 17
ingnedi
creased
the Voyageurs' first
he said, "but of course you Last summer Mix received his the services of a noncombatant
place lead in the Eastern
(Consolation)
University
from
the
degree
law
have the advantage if you are
construction battalion in Viet- lorida 68 East Tenn St. 49
Division to four points over SProf San Diego.
playing in Fayetteville."
nam.
..

save

1

4

4

..-*

Jacksonville Trounces Eagles
117-63In Tourney Last Night

Ky. Wesleyan
Picked No.1,
Small College

.-•vg.-2;-/

ociaL,

I

Swiss 1/4 Pork WIENERS
Loin
Steak
•

L.69C

Small College
Cage Ratings

CHUCK ROAST

KoTtx

69t
FAB

McCDY

4

Haywood May Lead
ABA Out Of Woods

65c I

NAMED DEFENSIVE
PLAYER OF YEAR

Nixon Will
Attend Texas,
Ark. Game

PEAS

Baby
Food

10/$1

'7

SUGAR

Ron Mix Retiring

CI
St
fe
C.:
PI
tel
ne
ed
cat
Ho
WI
ful

cla
tnt,
Ill

for
Wh.
Illr

0u
;
.13-6
tap
ktil
ior

99

College Cage
Results

Bisons Tie Aces

A

FLOUR

49c .

ICE
MIL
K
14

39t

TUNA Miracle
Whip

3/$1

APPLES BANANAS ORANGES

39C

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

We Sell Travellers Express Money Orders

4
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Daugherty
and children, Helen and Jim,
of Tullohoma, Tenn., were the
guests for the holidays of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fulton
Young. Mr. and Mrs. Daugherty were in Knoxville, Tenn., on
Saturday for the game betweeo
Tennessee and Vanderbilt. The
children stayed with their
grandparents.
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ostiorAto
Bucy-Pattes Vows To Be Read

•••

Pictured above are students looking through the hooks
on display during the recent book fair by th• Junior High
Non-Graded Class of Murray traih School.

Book Fair Is Held Students' role
By Non-Graded
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI)-StuMurray High Class dents in religious colleges should

Barbara Gail Smotherman of
Wednesday, December 3
Murray Route One has been
The ladies bridge of Murray
dismissed from the Western
State University will meet at
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
•• •
7:30 p.m. in the SUB cafeteria.
If not contacted, call by WedThomas Edwin Vance of nesday noon to Mrs. imas ArmMurray Route Four has been bruster 753-5128, Mrs. Don
dismissed from the Western Hunter 753-5918, or Mrs. E. B.
Paducah, Howton 753-7900.
Hospital,
Baptist
•• •
where he underwent surgery.
•• •
Grove
The Elm
Baptist
Church will meet at 7:00 p m.
Mrs. Gary Haws of Murray at the church with Juanita Lee
has been a patient at the West- as the leader.
• ••
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah
•••
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Elzie Lovett of Hardin Route Church W1tS is scheduled to
One has been a patient at the meet at the church at seven
Western Baptist Hospital, Pa- p. m.
•••
ducah.
The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at the school at 1:30 p. m.
•••
The Flint Baptist Church
WliS will meet at the church
at seven p. m.
•••
Thursday, December 4
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at' the Calloway
County Court House at seven
p.m. for the election of officers.
•• •

be given an advisory role, but
The Junior High Non-Graded sot control, according_ to Dr.
Class of Murray High recently Robert
Mortvedt, President
had a Book fair. They had Emeritus of Pacific Lutheran
books for sale that would in- University.
terest most anyone from first
-We need to listen to students
grade through high school. The with a
great deal of care, but we
students took their exhibit of don't
need to turn our colleges
books to all three of the elemenover to them
tary schools in Murray as well
as to the Junior High students
at Murray High. While the ex
hibit was at their schools, the
students were allowed to view
the books and then order the
books they would like to have
The students of the NonGraded Class learned many
things during the fair. They
learned how to take orders,
handle money, give instruc.
tions to small children, and
how to help others. The project required a lot of work and
a great deal of responsibility
but the students did a great
job.
The teachers and students
want to thank everyone in Mur.
ray who had a part in this
book fair and for the cooper
ation of the teachers and principals in the different schools
By Abigail Van Buren
Because of everyone's help, the
Junior High Non-Graded Class
DEAR ABBY: Now please don't get me wrong, I am not
has earned enough money to
take several trips during the
knocking my bride, I am only telling you this so you can
coming year.
make a fair judgment. Before Mary [not her real name) and
I were married we stayed together in plenty of motels over
week-ends and like that. She seemed to be satisfied with me,
but right after we got married, -Mary decided that my
snoring drove her nuts, and she couldn't sleep in trie same
room with me. So now I have to go sleep on the couch in the
other room. This is not like I pictured married life.
We can't afford a two-bedroom apartment as yet, but
Mrs. J. Hyde Crawford, nat- Mary says that is the next step. Maybe Fm wrong, but if my
ional president of the Execu- snoriAedn't drive her nuts BEFORE we were married,
-SLEEPINGi AWNFk
irlt*Wili.iier aces
the
SigmaCagaglig"Isma-***'
Sordrity, dais the 'honor- NW*
-,ed guest at the recent meeting,
DEAR SI.EF:PING: Maybe your snoring DID "Vail Aar
tor the Murray Alumnae Chap-I nuts" before yoa were married, but not quite "nuts" enough
ter. Mrs. Crawford,
whose for her to send you to separate sleeping quarters. Lovers
home is in Orlando, Florida, was
seem able to tolerate far more than married folks.
in Murray for a visit to the
collegiate chapter, Alpha Chi,
DEAR ABBY: I am 24 and just got out of prison. I pulled
on the Murray State University
campus.
my time but none of my so-called friends will have anything
The national president reto do with me. I've thought of moving to a new town, but
ported to the alumnae on sorthey say that running away is not the answer.
ority and national Pan-Hellenic
What should I do, Abby? I trust you, and will look for
business and on the progress
your answer.
NO SAINT
and plans for the children's
wing of the North Carolina MeDEAR "NO SAINT": I don't know who "they" are. but
morial Hospital, Chapel Hill
"they" could be wrong. In order to start life over with a
Mrs. Crawford stated that clean slate, perhaps it would be better to go to new
Sigma Sigma Sigma has receiv- surroundings where you are not known. "Old friends" are
ed national acclaim for the pro- frequently the worst for one who has pulled his time. I vote
gram of treatment the sorority
for a move, and new friends. And good luck.
has made possible at the hospital. This is a pilot program
DEAR ABBY: Why are people so mean? My daughter is
where children with extreme
physical handicaps or illnesses in a home for unwed mothers. The baby is due soon and
everybody knows where she is, and who got her pregnant.
are accepted. When a child
must undergo extensive treatSo why is it that everywhere I go, friends and relatives
ment or numerous operations, have to ask, "How is she? When is the baby due? Is she
making necessary long stays in
going to keep the baby?"
the hospital, complete tutoring
Abby, I have nearly cracked up over this, and am under
service is provided for school
psychiatric care right now. I am told to put it "out" of my
age children.
mind. How can I when people keep reminding me?
There is also a qualified
I am sure the daughters of these people are no better
Mental Health Staff who counthan mine. It's just that mine got caught.
sels with the families as we1I
It hurts enough knowing I will never be able to hold my
as with the patients. A new therapy playroom has just been
first grandchild, and I can't sleep at night for wondering who
dedicated and Sigma Sigma Sigwill get it and raise it.
ma's next project will be proPlease say something to help me. Or tell everybody else
viding funds for use in the into keep their big mouths shut! Sign me. . . MISERABLE
tenelve care area of the Children's Wing.
DEAR MISERABLE: Avoid all those who have been so
Miss Evelyn Bradley, Faculcreel and tasteless as to mention your daughter's present
ty Advisor to the collegiate
situation. If someone brings up the subject, cut him or her
chapter, and
Miss Frances
off in mid-sentence saying you don't care to discuss IL And if
Brawn of Murray State Univernecessary, walk away.
sity were also special guests.
The alumnae/meeting w a s
held in the home of Mrs. Rich.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NAMELESS, PLEASE": No, I do
ard Knight and the president,
sot know why. but my mall indicates that when a girl hippie
Mrs. Charles Hoke. presided
needs money, she will write to her FATHER, and when a boy
during the business session.
hippie needs money, he will write to his MOTHER. InterestMrs. Patsy Gillespie, alumnae
ing'
advisor. presented reports from
the collegiate chapter and Mrs.
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get It off
Conrad Jones, advisor to the
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 07011, Los Angeles, Cal.
collegiate treasurer, reported
1500. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
on the financial records.
eevelope.
Following the business meeting handwork was done on
Thanksgiving and Christmas reHate to write letters? Seed SI to Abby, Box OVINI, Los
Membrances for shut-ins of the
Angeles, Cal. Seen, for Abby's booklet, "Hew to Writs Letcommunity.
ters kw All Occasioas."

His snoring drives
new bride nuts!

Sigma Sigma Sigma
National President
Visits Chapter
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MANAGEMENT — Decision an arrangement seems to be a
making exists in every activity current trend in wall decoraand deals with every subject. tions, - Mildred W. Potts, La
It can involve a variety of sit. Center, Ky, Phone 665-5671.
uatkas and problems from the
BABIES UNDER 16 MONTHS very simple to the very complex. There are two kinds of A baby enjoys the stimulus of
decisions, habitual behavior de- everyday sights and sounds. As
cisions and management or for- he learns to sit up and handle
mal decisions. Habitual decisio- things he will love toys to bang
ns are "unconscious repitions" on and articles he can easily
of earlier ones such as getting handle and stack: stuffed toys
dressed in the morning, etc. of different colors and texture,
Management or formal decis- exercise crib toys, mobiles,simions need to be made when con- ple musical toys, animals on
ditions have changed or patterns wheels, squeeze toys. - Barletta
of living need to be adjusted Wrather, 209 Maple St., Murray,
such as buying a car, or build- Ky. 42071 Telephone 753-1452.
ing or remodeling. Making good
decisions takes time and effort. Many homemakers will be grMany families say, "we'll make ating fresh coconut for their holithat decision tomorrow". Tomo- day baking II you have an elecrrow may never come. Families tric blender use it for this task.
need to think through a hard Put about 1/2 cup cubed coconut
situation and not let it drift. meat in the blender container;
-Miss Irma Hamilton, Court- cover and run on low speed
house, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066 until grated. If necessary, stop
and start blender to toss coconut
Telephone 247-2334.
Baptist
Grove
The Elm
toward blades.- Miss Pat EverChurch will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Miss Sheila Bucy
To enjoy life to the full, to be ett, Courthouse, Benton, Kathieat the church with Stella Futable to work efficiently and en- ky 42025 Telephone 527-6601.
Major and Mrs. Solon Bucy, 408 South Eleventh Street,
rell as the leader.
thusiastically, the homemaker
S's
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage
has to be physically and mentally What to do when you find the
The Annual Bell-Ringer bene- of their daughter, Sheila, to Ivan C. Pattes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
tit. A healthy, well groomed body glue supply hardened? A few
fit card party will be held at George Pattes of Wingo.
gives the best foundation for drops of vinegar will soften some
the Woman's Club House at
Miss Bucy is a senior at Murray State University majoring
pleasant living and charming per- types of glue. - Maxine Griffin,
1:30 p.m. Dessert will be serv- in English and history. She is a dean's list student and a memPermit yourself a cer- Federal Bldg., Clinton, Kentucky
sonality.
ed first. Canasta and bridge ber of Phi Alpha Theta, history honors' society.
selfishness and take time 42031 Telephone 653-2231.
may be played. Prizes will be
Mr. Pattes is a graduate of Murray State University and is tain
given for high at each table. A now a teaching assistant at the University of Southern Illinois out to be an attractive person.
Your family will be all thebetter
bell ringing will stop: the game where he is working on a master's degree in city planning.
report
- Catherine C. Thompson, Episcopalians
at 3:30 p.m. Make reservatious
The wedding will be performed by Rev William Porter in for it.
gain in seminarians
Hickman,
Building,
Post
Office
by calling one of the following the library of the First Christian Church, Murray, on Saturday,
Ky. 42050 Telephone 236-2351.
NEW YORK (UPI)-The num.:
Mrs. Lenvel Yates, Mrs. Freed December 20, at four o'clock in the afternoon.
her of seminarians in en •
C.otham, Mrs. L C. Hendon
Friends anct-relatives are invited 'to` the wedding and also
One large oversized print rath- classes of the II major Ep•
Tickets $1.25 Funds to be used to a reception at the home of the bride's parents following the
er than several small ones in seminaries in the United Stated
for community projects of the ceremony.
shows a 3.7 per cent increasd
Garden Department of the MurThe young couple will make their home in Edwardsville,
over 1968, says The Kpiscop+
ray Woman's Club.
where they will both pursue advanced degrees at the Uni•• •
lam, monthly publication of the.
versity of Southern Illinois.
The Town and Country Homeden um Motion.
makers Club will meet at the
The Episcopalian reports that
- Hardin United Me Homemakers Club will meet at
Dexter
home of Mrs. Ronald Geenens
of the II schools, six rep
Chute% 'at the church the home of Mrs. Ellis Paschall
thodist
for a potluck dinner.
larger i•ntering classes; one
isonknina a.m. at 1ez,30 a-ra••
„d
Miss Vicki McGary, bride- same as 1968, and alight
•••
to four pm.
honRagsdale
was
Jim
The First Baptist Church
elect
of
• I •
creases in the remainder.
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
ANS will meet at the church
ored with a household shower
bake sale will be held
United Methodist
A
First
of
the
Monday eveuing,, November 17,
at 9:30 a. m. with Mrs. Robert
Kirksey 4-H Club in front of Church WSCS will meet at the
honored
H. Billinginn as the leader.
at seven o'clock.
front
and
in
b
iWyet1b
downtown
gta
Belk's
lerSociety
seven
p
m.
at
church
•• •
were
event
the
Hostesses
for
•• •
Big K in the Bel Air ShoppNEW YORK (UPI)-Jerry
The Immanuel Lutheran Wo. of
Mrs. Leon Adams, Misses CharErwin Circle of
Center starting at eight
ing
Cordelia
The
men's Missionary League will
lotte Harmon, Debbie Steele Koosman, ace. hurler for the .
the South Pleasant Grove Unit- Rita Farris, Vicki Greenfield, world
have its Christmas party at the a m.
champion New York Mets,
•t•
ed Methodist Church will meet and Vicki Cavitt.
home of Mrs. Marilyn Adams,
received the 17 millionth copy
Country and Gospel Music at the church at seven p.m.
A
Miss Karen McGary, sister o of "Good News for Modern
1603 Miller, at 7:30 p. m.
•••
show will be held at the New
• ••
the bride-elect, presided owe Man," modern language version
at 7:30 p.m. The New Hope Homemakers the register book. The table wa
The Flint Baptist Church Concord School
of the New Testament.
with the proceeds to be contri- Club will have a dinner at the draped in avocado green cloth
wnas will meet at the church buted
Koosman, a member of The
for the Bobby Community Center at six p.m. accented with a crystal vase
a
fund
to
at seven p.m.
•• •
American Lutheran Church, was
D. Osborn family,
• ••
baby
mums
and
ivy.
of
bronze
•••
resented the volume by Dr.
The Theta Department of the
The honoree selected for the
Friday, December 5
Richard and Mary Broe- Murray Woman's Club will have occasion a white wool knit dress arises Z. Nettinga, of the AmeriMrs.
The Flint Baptist Church
will be hosts for the an open meeting at the club with matching accessories. A an Bible Society, who said it ..
WM.S will close the week of ringmeyer
morsthly meeting of Diatrict I house at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. corsage of yellow carnations as "in recognition of his ser- 1
prayer programs at the church
Chiorpractic Association at the Olga Freeman as guest speak- was presented to her by the •ce to the Bible cause."
at 10:30 a.m.
Grecian Steak House.
er. Hostesses will be Mesdames hostesses.
•••
•••
Roy Starks, Edward Shroat,
Mrs. V. L. McGary, mother
The Nature's Pallette Garden
The Welcome Wagon New- William Pinkston, and George of the bride-elect, and Mrs. AlClub will have its Christmas
bring
buffet
to
comers Club will have a
Ligon. Members are
bert Ragsdale, mother of the
potluck luncheon at the Corndinner at the Holiday Inn at gifts for Western State Hospi- groom-elect, chose to wear
;Slimily Center at nine a.m. with
7:30 p.m. For reservations con- tal.
simple-lined knit dresses with
Mrs. Ila Douglas and Mrs. R. Q.
•••
hi D. Hassell 753matching accessories, Both were
Knight as hostesses. Each mem- tact Mrs.
of
Department
rat
The Sigma
by November 30.
complimented
with a corsage
ber is to bring a covered dish 5640
•••
wil:
the Murray Woman's Club
of white carnations presented
and Mrs. S. L Horn will furnThe Goshen United Methodist have its Christmas party for by the hostesses.
ish rolls. Mrs. L. E. Fisk wi:1
are
Hostesses
a
children.
have
will
their
WSCS
give the lesson on "Decoupage'. Church
The refreshment table was
Christmas bazaar and bake sale Mesdames Allen Russell, Clegg covered with a lovely linen
• ••
Dolores
home of Mrs. Dossie Austin, Donald Henry,
The
Elm
Grove Baptist at the
Valentine, cloth. An arrangement of yelBuddy
807 Poplar Street, Warner,
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m. Wheatley.
Robert V low and white baby mums :icand
serv
Claypool,
be
will
Coffee
James
a.m.
at the church with Mrs. Bessie at nine
cented with ivy was placed at
Johnson.
ed.
The
Colson as the leader.
the far end of the table. A cry
•• •
••
•
•••
stal candelabrum on either side
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
The Waiting Wives Club will
held two burning yellow tapers
Eastern Star will
meet with Mrs. Ann Kelly Dod- Order Of the
The flower arrangements weie
at
party
The IA BI
son, 1202 Peggy Ann Drive, at have its pre-Christmas
made by Mrs. Lean Adams usthe Masonic Hall at seven pm.
hostess can help you
seven p. a.
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (UPI) - ing her own home-grown flowEach woman is to bring a pie
•••
over the anxiety of geters.
furnished by The Wyoming Bureau of Identiting acquainted in new
The Senior Citizens Club will and drinks will be
Punch, tinted yellow, w a s
ladies' fication serves the state of Wyosurroundings and make
meet at the Murray Woman's the chapter. Men's and
served
from
a
crystal
bowl
with
exchanged.
ming law,enforcement agencies
you feel at "Home
Club House at noon for a pot- gifts will be• •
a circular float of miniature
as a central clearing house for
luck dinner. A party will folSweet Home," again.
yellow
daisies.
Petit
cakes
deWry Scout Troop 77 will hold arrest records where fingerprints
low. Hosts will be Mr. and Mn
She will bring gifts and
any- are involved and for stolen pro- corated with yellow rosebuds.
0. C. McLernore, Bryan Tolley, its newspaper drive and
nuts and mints were served.
newspapers
to perty reports.
vital information from
having
,old
one
Lochie Hart, Goldia Curd, Olive
The gift table was draped
your neighborhood busidonate is asked to call the Fir;t
The VIBI procures, classifies with a yellow cloth, overla,d
Hagan, and Dottie Haley.
ness and civic leaders.
Christian Church 753-3824 to and files pictures, imgerprints,
• ••
with
yellow
net.
A
cluster
of
and address. measurements and other inforThe First Baptist Church leave you: name
tiny yellow mums and yellow
Call
•••
mation on wanted persons and -stteiuners accented each cornMonday, December
Phone 753-2378
all persons convicted of a crime. et"
WAIFS will meet at 9:30 a. in. at
The Suburban Homemakers A national, intrastate and inter1 1'1 Hi I
Games
were
played
and
gifts
the church with Mrs. Ray P. Club will meet at the home of
state exchange of identification won by Mrs. Jackie Winchester
Moore as the leader.
Mrs. Robert Hendon, 909 Wald ild information is carried on by
The Most
' • ••
and Mrs. Joe McClard. They
,p Drive, for a Christmas din- the bureau to make all informaFamous Basket
were
presented
to
the
honoree.
Saturday, Decambor 6
In the World*
rer at six p.m.
tion readily available to all law
Fifty-one were present or
, A bazaar and bake sale will
• * •
ri
f
ore
em
en
t
agencies.
sent gifts.
!be held by the WSCS of the
The South Pleasant Grove

Miss Vicki McGary
Complimented With
Household Shower

HOME
SWEET HOME
AGAIN
_
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SHOPPING DAYS
'TILL CHRISTMAS

—-

)SHOP
"

'-

WE DOZE BU
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Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

WE NEVER CLOSE
NEN STORE HOURS

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit.
Prices In This Ad Good T hru Dec. 9th

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

Ready To Go

BAR.B.Q

WHOLE

FRYERS

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

PORK ROAST
L8 3%

.25c

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

Beef
Pork
Ham

Lb.98C
Lb.5R
5/$1.00

itS.D.A. CHOICE

CONIATNE FRY STEAK
1/4 PORK LOIN
WIENERS
ARMOUR

88
68
49
590
61:1: $1
5 FOR$1
3F°R$1
2
346
14
LB.

LB

U.S.D.A. CHCICE

CHUCK
ROAST

A

ENGLISH CU1 190

12 Oz. Pkg.

La.

GAL.

Hs
ICE CREAM
ORCHARD
BUTTERNUT
APPLESAUCE

BREAD
20 OZ LOAF 190

PIES
RE
MORTONAM PIES
MEAT DINNERS
TOMATO JUICE
iiii
TOMATO SAUCE
COR
N
SOUTHERN BELLE
,
M
;
I;Oit:

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

VANITY OR CAMELLIA

ICE MILK
390
h GAL.

F °R 890

Oz.$1

cans

8 OZ CAN

ROSE DALE.

O

Cans

4 La. CTN.
WHITE IDAHO

POTATOES
49t
10 LB. BAG

OOD

COCKTAIL
GREEN BEANS
BANANAS

ik
DCIU8LE LUCK

GOLDEN RIPE

L.

Nosserw"
PURE VEGETABLE

CRISCO
3 LB. CAN
LIMIT ONE

•44,•••••4•4•414,0111(4.4.
,,,,,,

RED-CROSS

SPAGHETTI
100
7 CZ. PKG.

690

4
150i.
8

15 OZ.S1
CANS

Sit

GANS

PILLSBURY
WHITE, YELLOW & FUDGE

CAKE MIX
3
18Z.

La.

0
be

XES

-
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THE

McCandless
Heads State
Phone Post

named Lpuisville district manager in 1943.
In May of 1950, Mr. Green
was appointed assistant manager for Kentucky and t w o
months later was advanced to
Kentucky manager. This was his
position when he was elected
vice presidept in 1957.
Active in civic, cemmunity
and business affairs in Louisville, he Ai a former president
of the Kentucky Chamber of
Louisville
Commerce,
the
Chamber of Commerce, the Louisville Safety Council, and the
Louisville Rotary Club. He is
past master of Excelsior Lodge,
F. & A. M., in Louisville. Mr.
Green is a former member of
the Kentucky Human Rights
Commission.
He is presently a director of
the National Safety Council,
Lincoln Fire Insurance Company, the Lincoln Life Insurance Company, and the Spindletop Research Corporation.
A. member and past Senior
Warden of St Mark Episcopal
Church, he is a trustee of the
Episcopal Diocese of Kentucky.
Mr. Green is married to the
former Charlotte T. McLaughlin.
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Children

Town With a Plan

BIRTHDAY IN
DECEMBER?

Batlet

The Board of Directors of
South Central Bell Telephone
Company today elected Paul
D McCandless of Louisville a
vice-president of the company
He was named vice president
and general manager of the
firm's operations in Kentucky,
effective January 1, 1970, succeeding C. Hunter Green, who
retires at the end of December.
Mr McCandless has served
EI-J7,),
as South Central pell's general
manager in Kentucky for the
past five years.
Published as a public service by this newspaper.
A native of Central City, he
is a graduate of Georgetown
College. He began his telephone
to the kind of claim. If you will
career on a construction crew
contact us, we will advise you
an Owensboro in 1940. He later
what you will need and help
moved to Louisville, where he
if you have problems.
worked in the commercial deThose who have done this in
partment prior to serving with
the past have gotten their first
the Army in Europe during
checks much faster because the
World War II
availability of everything that's
Following the war McCandneeded when the application is
less returned to Louisville and
filed permits us to use computworked in various responsible
positions until 1952 when he
ers that are so fast and accurtransferred to company headate that most reviews by PayCurrently the Paducah Social ment Center personnel are elquarters in Atlanta.
Security Office is receiving an iminated.
He later served as district
average of 120 claims per month
manager in Miami, Fla., and as
If you successfully get, in adfrom retiring workers and their vance, all the required proofs
South Florida manager
dependents.
In 1958 McCandless became
and information, you can also,
During the first part of the if you prefer, file your claim
general commercial manager for
year the volume rises consider- by telephone from your home
Florida with headquarters in
By Wick Caldwell
Jacksonville, and in 1961 he
ably. If you are one of those or office. We will fill out the
became general marketing manThe widely-traveled author of who plan to apply soon, call, forms and mail them to you
iger for Florida.
Kentucky's most-used state his- visit, or write us about two or for review , signature, and reHe served in the latter cap- tory text is in Frankfort compil- three months in advance. Ask to turn by mail.
acity until he assumed his pre- ing material for a revision of talk to a Claims Representative.
The Paducah Social Security
sant position in 1964
We suggest this contact as Office is located at 112 South
the book.
McCandless has graduate traDr. Joseph 0. Van Hook is certain evidence is needed for Tenth Street, and is open Monining from Williams College in using the facilities of Kentucky all Social Security claims, but
day through Friday (except on
Massachusetts. He is a director
Department of Public Informa- the items needed vary according National Holidays) from 8:45
of the Kentucky State Chamber
tion to update his work, "The
A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Telephone
of Commerce, Louisville UniKentucky Story," to include the stars assembled to show the Far 443-7321.
versity's International Center,
tl.: Advertising Club of Louis- period 1960-69. Scheduled to be East the superiority of Amensumm- can manhood,
ville, the Louisville Deaf Oral Off the press before next
er,
the
revised
text
will
contain
the
A native Kentuckian, Dr. Van
Foundation
and
School
a new last chapter detailing the Hook was born and reared in
Children's Hospital.
He is a trustee of George- events of the last decade.
Pulaski County where he began
A colorful personelity in his
town College, president of the
his teaching career in a one.
Downtown Louisville Kiwanis own right. Dr. Van Hook has room rural school in 1909. He
Club, director and vice presi- devoted most of his life to tea- received his master's degree
dent of the Greater Louisville ching. At his retirement from from the University of Kentucky
Better Business Bureau, chair- Eastern Kentucky University in after his return from Asia in
man of the Red Cross blood pro- 1962 he had taught during 52 1926, and earned his Ph.D. at
gram and a member of the Lou calendar years and had earned the University of Colorado in
two normal school diplomas,thr- 1933. He has taught on every
isville Chamber of Commerce.
McCandless is married to the ee bachelor degrees, an M.A., level, from elementary school
former Winona Gatton of Mad- and a Ph.D.
to doctoral students.
isonville and they are memHis teaching stints have taken r His Kentucky history is perBaptist him literally aroond the world.
bers of Broadway
haps unique among state hisChurch in Louisville.
While teaching in the Shanghai tories In that ft begins with the
Mr. Green retires December (China) American School in 1921words, "In the beginning, " an
31, ending more than 42 years 25, Dr. Van Hook used his spare
steal from the first Chof company service. He spent time to introduce American-style obvious
the Old
his entire career in his native football. His team, the Sganglaai apter of Genesis. As in
Testament,
The
Kentucky
Story
Louisville and has directed the AU-Stars, had the dubious disDr. Cynthia
ELECTION SET
telephone company's operations Unction of being runners- up in unfolds the beginning and devel- Wedef tabovel is scheduled
the
culture
of
the
opment
of
in Kentucky since 1957.
the first championship game for
to be the first woman presiHe joined the telephone com- football supremacy of the orient. Commonwealth.
Dr. Van Hook's history has dent of the National Council
pany in 1927 following his grad- (Dubious because there was only
meeting in Deuation from the University of one other team in competition.) received wide praise. A few yea- cf Churches,
troit. Dr. Wedel. i. lives in
rs ago Dr. Jesse Stuart told an
Kentucky.
The All Stars' opponents were
Alexandriaja. She is assistDuring his early Years with unhappily a team from the 15th overflow audience at Eastern
ant director of the National
Kentucky University that this
the company he held various U. S. Infantry
Regiment, based book was the best state history
Education Association's
positions in the district and at
Tien-tsin. The team was made he
training laboratories.
had ever seen,
state organizations and was
up of out-standing American grid

Kentucky
History Is
Updated
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Calvert City Is Hoping
Boom Will Be a Boon
By JOHN HENNINGS
NUMMI' Benner Writer

CALVERT CITY, Ky. (APi—The Tennessee Valley Authority set off an industrial chain reaction here during the early
1950s that rivals anything the Atomic
Energy Commission has produced in a
laboratory.

In 1951 Calvert City was a sleepy little
farming community snuggling next to the
Illinois Central Railroad tracks two miles
from the Tennessee River—total population about 450
Today there are 3,200 residents and
nine huge chemical plants The companies
and the town pulse with TVA power.
Dr. William Colburn was elected last
year to his third four-year term as mayor
bf the community. He and the other town
leaders have a goal—they don't want the
chain reaction to become an explosion.
"What I see for the future of Calvert
City is orderly growth," Colburn said.
"We don't want a boom town. When Calvert City grows, we want it to be done
with planning."
Colburn, who has lived here 17 years,
listed some of the community's outstanding points:
vs' A new 18-hole golf course owned
jointly by the city and a group of interested citizens. The clubhouse also has an
Olympic-size pool, the only one in tlp
area.

es A new elementary school. "We also
have the finest group of teachers around,"
Colburn said.

vs A new water tank put up last year
and water and sewer lines under construction.
ass Recreation 'facilities. Fishing at Kentucky Lake is only a few minutes away,
plus all recreational facilities of the Land
Between the Lakes.
se Seopping — ("titers.' including
banks

By Vernon Ro

"We have reach
point in Kentuc.ky'E
Its children; the yeti
and planning are
the fruit of action
ion; " Child Waft
loner George Peni
describing events c
months of the curl
tr ation.
"Three national
and one foreign cou
cognized the Keitu
in the treatment am
concept of juvenilc
as a 'breakthrough'
model for the untie
"Much remains
especially in the fit
lion. It is our feri

sive TVA power. Second was the location
on the river with plenty of good water.
Third was the availability of labor."
Only about itS per cent of the working
force at the plants lives in Calvert City.
"Some come from Paducah, about 20
minutes away, and others are from Southern Illinois. We even have some men driving from as far as Paris, Tenn.," the doctor said.
City leaders aren't interested in ate:acting a great number of people to Calert City, Colburn said. "I would think
a population of about 5,000 would be just
about right. If people want to live in a
big town, Paducah is right up the road."
The main goal of the city leaders is
quality, not quantity.
"I would guess that half of the men
who live in Calvert City have a college
degree." Colburn said. "Take for instance
ctur- water commission—we have three
engineers on it
John Lyon, information officer for the
Land Between the Lakes, reports that
other towns in the area also have grown,
but not as fast as Calvert City.
"Most of the other towns have grown
on a basis of part industry and part
recreational facilities, but Calvert City
has to be the outstanding example of
growth in the area," he said.

Tv profile
INVITE TO SAFETY -Look for
this free coffee sign and give',
yourself a safety break on the coming Christmas and
New Year's Eves. Some
15,000 restaurants over the
nation are co-operating in
the annual accident prevention measure. Also co-operating is the International Association of Chiefs of Police.
IS:

see ir lererrie SAFE?

' Careful Planning
"The power factor is important, but
also the navigability of the lakes and the
rivers is important. You can now navigate
650 miles of the Tennessee River. This
provides for cheaper transportation. It
is really a combination of factors," Lyon
reported.
Colburn reported that the peripheral
industries were the key to Calvert City.
-We are now getting some supply firms
moving into town, and other small cone
panies are springing up around town,"
he said. "These are the backbone of any
community. They are just as important
to Calvert City as are the chemical
plants."

•

k

,

Are medicines and pills stored
in a high or locked cabinet,
out of children's reach?

two

Jot Small town atmosphere. Colburn Indicates this is one of the strong points
in favor of Calvert City,
sl would say there were three main
reasons that the chemical companies decided to build their plants here," Colburn
said.
"First, and probably the most important, was the availability of the inexpen-

The city has a plan for the ,future.
Tracts of land have been set aside for
parks. another section is awaiting- the
eventual construction of a hospital. An
ordinance now forbids trailers except in
trailer parks, and a spacious trailer park
has been built.
Urban planning has become the key
to Calvert City's fpture.
The sleepy little farming conunanity
is a wide-awake city now.

PLUNDER!
All the Fresh Seafood You Can Eat
At Menu Prices

•Taste-tempting Scallops
•Tender Shrimp
•Mouth-waterin' Bass
•Baby Flounder
•Cracklin' Sea Bream
•Land Lubber Fried
Chicken

no Greeting quite so jolly
None so friendly, none so gay
As the cheery Merry Christmas
Personalized and sent by you today
There l s

r****************************

ORDER

All entrees served with cole slaw, French fries,
hush puppies, Tartar Sauce, and choice of tea
or coffee.

BRING THE LITTLE PIRATES!

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

Captain Kit's thought of everything from unbreakable
tableware to spill-proof table tops to make little pirates
feel at home. The hold's filled with youth chairs and
high chairs and the galley's beckoning.
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DISCOVER THE TREASURE!
It's free perch or catfish for pirates under 6 when accompanied by their commanding officers. Token charge of
just 50c for pirates 6 to 12.

OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

HOLLYWOOD
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Children's Services Hit Turning Point
By Vernon Rooks

1970 General Assembly will per- preparation to receive older
mit us to expand our present staff girls from Kentucky Village.
"We have reached a turning
The new camp of the Departpoint in Kentucky's services to of 35 Juvenile counselors to pro- ment of Corrections on the Trail
its children; the years of dreams vide at least one for each county of the Little Shepherdof Kingdom
and planning are now bearing and more in the highly populated Come in Harlan County will be
the fruit of action and realizat- areas."
turned over to Child Welfare and
ion; "Child Were Commissthe first of 50 boys will be there
Committed and funded by the by about the first of the year.
loner George Perldas said in
describing events of the first 23 present biennial budget and granApplication is pending in Washmonths of the current adminis- ts from Gov. Louie B. Nunn are ington for use of the abandoned
new Reception Centers for juven- Job Corps complex at Cumbertration.
'Three national organizations ile offenders at Owensboro and in land Gap as a boys' center.
and one foreign country have re- Kenton County.
"All of these things have reNew buildings to replace the sulted from the support,financial
cognized the Kentucky approach
in the treatment and preventative burned-out one at the camp at and moral, from the Governor's
concept of juvenile delinquency Woodsbend in Morgan County and office, and the 1970 legislative
as a 'breakthrough' and possible the antiquated wooden barricks could make the Kentucky promodel for the nation." he added. at Barkley in Marshall county are gram No. 1 in the nation," Per"Much remains to be done, underway and land is purchased kins says.
especially in the field of preveo- for a third camp in Butler county. "Our institutional program is
Ridgewood in Jefferson county on its way, in the words of Shertion. It is our fervent hope the
wood Norman of the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency. 'It is moving in a sound direction . . it is one of two or
three that is making a breakthrough. . . and is demonstrating
what the professionals have been
saying for years.'
During the next two years we
must increasingly turn our emphasis on programs in the community to correct the condition
foot Mediterreanean table he which bring about commitments
By VERNON SCOTT
uses as a desk. Two enormous to institutions and to provide
UPI Hollywood
steamer trunks - which he used alternatives to such commitmenCorrespondent
to ship his possessions to Holly- ts.
HOLLYWOOD
(CPI)
- wood from
"The hopes and future of more
Manhattan -- are
David Hartman, who plays Dr. used as
stereo equipment.
than 13,000 Kentucky children
Paul Hunter in the new series
depend upon the ability of the
"The Bold Ones,- would rather
Department of Child Welfare to
Marriage-shy
be a professional baseball player
serve their need for belonging
The word "marriage" gives
than an actor or a doctor.
In society, there need for a
At 6-feet, 5-inches and 200 Hartman a case of the trembles, home, for care, for affection,
despite
the
fact
that
he
is
dating
pounds, Hartman
has the
and understanding. Many have
physical equipment for a major one particular girl who some- need for emotional and mental
leaguer. He simply doesn't have times cooks dinner for him on readjustment,
weekends.
the talent.
"Because of the absolute dedThe actor claims he is a pass- ication of Governor Nunn, and
He is a bachelor, gregarious
able cook himself but limits his with funding provided by the
and laughs easily.
1968
At the beginning of each base- talent., to baked chicken and General Assembly, 10 treatment
ball season he works out with grilled steaks.
centers for juvenile offenders
As a housekeeper Hartman soon will be 15; 1,500 foster
the Los Angeles Dodgers to stay
strikes
out.
He
leaves
the
dishes
in shape and dream Walter Mitty
homes may become 3,000; the
dreams of smacking a bases in the sink for as long as thief, accent on community involvemeor four days. His idea of making nt will decrease delinquency,and
loaded home run.
"It's my only chance to play a bed is throwing the blankets service to the dependent, abana little baseball," Hartman says. in the general direction of the doned, neglected, and abused
"You just can't call up- a bunch headboard.
child will advance Kentucky in
When his modest house be- the national recognition has won
of friends and ask them to come
over for a baseball game. There comes too cluttered for freedom as a model in the care and treataren't that many guys around of movement from room to ment of its children.
my age who enjoy playing base- room, Hartman calls in a cleaning woman.
ball.'
"Every effort is made to make
When baseball season is over the most effective use of the
David is 32 years old.
He lives in a one-bedroom Hartman turns to tennis to keep dollar of the Kentucky taxpayer.
house in the Hollywood hills trim, playing on courts of more
with a facade of glass that gives affluent friends.
"We now need the publin's so
Two other preoccupations ;port to provide the communityhim a 250-degree ...VIM of the
city,:: He spent montha. locat- take up Hartman's free time. based programs which expering the house'atithvaretated to The blue-eyed actor has become ience in ittnrred areas MSS rediscover he didn't have to pay a serious photographer using a peatedly shown will help decreaNew York City rental. It costs variety of 35 mm.still cameras se the even - mounting commshooting black and white as well itments to institutions and help
him only $200 per month.
Hartman is the first to admit as color photos of everything those returning from institutions
his quarters are not San Simeon. that comes within his range- readjust to normal life in the
community."
He has furnished the place finder.
He also has made a hobby of
with what he calls Early Salvation Army and late Beverly studying medical jargon and hosHills garage sales. He has pieced pital routine. He is afraid to
the decor together bit by bit. look uneasy in his new role and
Some of the better pieces of has studied texts and visited
furniture, such as his coffee hospitals to bring reality to his
characterization.
NEW YORK (UPI)-The ABC
table, were gifts of friends.
He works front 8 a.m. to network will introduce four new
There's a comfortable feeling
about Hartman's bachelor quar- 8 p.m. at Universal Studios for programs in January in a shakeup
ters, just as there is about the the NBC-TV series, which cuts bringing cancellation of some
into his social life.
.!urrent shows and shifting of
man himself.
Hartman makes up for that 3thers to new
time periods.
He is most proud of a wings
back chair he bought from an on weekends by taking his girl Three of the new programs are
for Wednesday-"The Nanny and
ail in a newspaper and a six- to dinner and the beach.
the Professor," 7:30 r.m.; "The
Johnny Cash Show, 9; "The
Engelbert Humperdinck Show,"
10. The latter two are one-hour
musical-variety programs. "The
WaT-TV
C-T
will be a
Pat Paulsen Show
Chasse' 4
channel 6
Flannel S
half-hour at 7:30.
Thursday
WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
are "The Music
Cancelled
Scene," -"The New People,"
-on,' News; Wthr ; SptL
:00 News, Wthr ; Sots News; 5Th'
Ilse Glen Campbell The Flying Nun
6 30 The Viroinlan
...41r. Deeds Goes to Town,"
000atirea. Hour
:00 The Virginian
Silty Graham
.2
The Beverly Hilibitlies Calif. Crusade
"The Dating Game" and "The
•
:30 The Virginian
Movie:
Medical Center
:00 Jack Bonny's
al
Hollywood 'Palace."

Tv profile

He prefers diamond
to stage or screen

- M

FRANKFORT, Ky. lending its computer a helping
hand, the Department of Eco
nomic Security saved $68,400 ir,
October, and estimates a tota,
savings of $1 million by Octo
ber 1970
Merritt S. Deitz Jr., economic
security commissioner, said the
basis for the savings is a speed
up in discontinuing grant pay
ments and medical cards t
welfare recipients no longer
eligible for public assistance.
Deft: explained the problem
this way:
Checks and medical cards are
issued to public assistance re
cipients the first of each month
The computer begins the prin1out of these cards and checks
about two weeks before iS3LI
ence.
Thus, print-out of a Novem
her check would begin October
10.
"Until recently if a recipient
became ineligible for public 11.4sistance after the print-out began, he would receive a check
and medical card the next
month, though not entitled to
these benefits.
"To eliminate this inequity
we now hand pull checks and
cards of recipients who become
ineligible after the computer
print-out deadline," Deitz said.

Burley Sales
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Here is a table of Tuesday's
burley sales on Kentucky markets as compiled by the State Department of Agriculture.
Markets
Pounds Avg.
Bloomfield
806,156 $70.80
Bowling Green 1,057,208 68.03
Carrollton
1,415,752 72.59
Covington
463,332 69.86
Cynthiana
638,086 71.65
Danville
717,320 68.61
Franklin
No Sale
Glasgow.
1,224,786 69.71
Greensburg
632,900 68.13
Harrodsburg
Henderson
658
No'228
Sale69.97
Hopkinsville
480,226 67.32
Horse Cave
1,316,182 70.12
Lebanon
771,240 71.54
Lexington
3,590,610 71.16
London
540,384 67.11
Louisville
555,146 69.24
Mayfield
69.34
Maysville
1.3
71592
42:774
4 70.81
Morehead
586,824 70.07
Mt. Sterling
749,478 71.67
Owensboro
777,114 67.98
Paducah
No Sale
R
PI
Ic I
Russellville
Shelbyville
Somerset
Springfield
Winchester
Total

ft

9
A
IV
11
1 is

30 New Look
AO Then Came Bronson
• 30 Then Catnip Bronson
.00 News; Nine; Sets
:30 Tonight Show
:00 Tonioht Show
:30 Tonight Show
:015 'The Untouchables
•31) TM UntouchabAts
00
30

"The Girl
Medical Canter
MVO DoOr"
Hawed Five-0
Movie
Hawaii Five 0
Sew', News; Wthr.; Spot
News: WIhr
The Mery Griffin Show Moyle:
The Mery Ordlin Show "DOM Mirror'
•
The Mery Griffin how Mori*
_
Mew*
Hollywood At Night
Hollywood At Night
Mo'hewood At Night

*

The ABC realignment moves
"It Takes a.Thief' from 10 p.m.
•

0**

Dec. 13 is the date for broadcasting of the first of three plays
of the new "CBS 'Children'!.
This 'original
Hour" series.
drama is "J.T.," story of a boy
who befriends an injured eat.
-Jack Gayer

SINAI TEA!
ROUND STEAK
9
IN
GROUND BEEF PORK ClioPii69
49
FRANKS 49c
SAUSAGE Rfi
SFU

lb.

lb.

119

BEEF
•F3r°

SWIFTS PREMIUM

lb.

ARMOUR

CRADDOcK

lb. w‘r
KEE BL E R
TOWNHOUSE

FLAVOR KIST
TOASTER

EASY ON

GE R BE RS
STRAINED

SPRAY
BABY
CRACK PtIrR!es
FOOD STARCH
ERS
341
45
39
16 OZ.

4 1/2 oz. JAR1

MAR-T HA WHIT E

OS AGE

15 oz.

GALA

KEL L Y

FLOOR PERKS - CHILI TOWELS
PLAIN OR
SELF -R IS INC

WITH BEANS

2 1/2 CAN

15 oz CA N

3/89

• -§,rlin•

2 R 01.

J E RGENS

-c

S1
1
1
0
11
CRISCO

9

WE SS ON

SOAP

OIL

BAT H S IZE

3 LB.

65

GIANT

LADY BETTY

48 oz
SALAD BOWL

FOLGERS

_

LB.79

QT.

BLUE RIBBON

KITCHEN KRAFT
BL AC.,E YE

HUNTS

300

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

3 LB.

News: Singing Crony Dream House
.00 The Noon ShOw
As Toe World Turns Let's Make a _Deal
30 The Noon Show
StilertdOred Thing The Newlywed Garr
Marry
Lives
Our
f
.(10 B;s7;-Dating Game
The Guidino light
▪
30 DoctorS
Secret
Storm
Another World
1
.
1° 14Ylf
""
•er
'
t!'
if."
MOM
The Edge of
30 Bright Promise
Dark Shadows
2 .00 Letters To Laugh? Gamer Pyle, USMC
F lipper
• 30 To Te,i The Trilh Gilligan's Island
billies
Beverly HillMovie:
03 Beat The Clock
Love Lucy
"5000 Fingers Of
JO leiti An South
ABC Evening News
Dr. 1"
00 lath An South
Dick Van Dyke Show
CBS evening News
.30 Huntley-Brinkley

49t

14 oz.

2/25

23

Banquet - All Flavors

COOK 'N BAG

4
5

Frosty Acres All Flavors - 14-0z.

CREAM PIES

THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Frosty Acres

10 oz.

STRAWBERRIES
Frosty Acres - 20-oz.

APPLE PIES

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN

WH!TE & YELLOW
WHOLE OR CREAM
STYLE

CA

- F R0ZEINT FOODS-

2 :00

CAMP BEL L S
VEGETABLE

10 1/2 oz. CAN

1
1

•

93

PRUNE COFFEE
SOUP
•
DRESSING
JUICE
QT. 39 2/35t
OLEO CATSUP PEAS

Country JOurrsat
CBS Nein
.00 Morning Show
Jake Het. Gospel ShowMcfiales' Navy
30 Morninn Show
Morning Watch
So,,Show
.00 Today : Misr
Morning Watch
Bozo Show
30 Today
Captain Kangaroo
Bozo Show
-00 Today; Wthr.
The
Mike
Douglas
Show
Bozo
-Show
Today
.30
The Mike Douglas Show LucyStig
a .00 It Takes Two
The Mike Douglas Showele Said- • Said
7 :30 Concentration
Barbara Moore
j'5 :00 sal. of the Century Andy of Mayberry
Barbara Moore
‘0 :30 Hollywodd Souares Love of Life
Where the Heart Is
Bewitched
S 10 JeoeardY
II .30 Nome Droppers
Search for Tomorrow That Girt

10 News; wines WS. News; wirir., Sports Yarn; Wthr ; Sets
Billy Graham
Family ANN,
'X Coneirl Boone
p a or;: Naar ;Awl Crusade
;oh: litr
las ler
30 Dar,:•1 Soon*
Bawltched
3,3 tronsale
This Is Tom Jones
Movie:
830
Indians"
This Is TOT JOnIPS
-Ten Little
30 Dragnet 1070
Takes a Trot.,
It
,Vovie
00-Dean Martin Show
It Takes a Thief
Show
Ness.
WIlsr • Swirls
Sport.
News A on.
30 Mr*,
SO
The Ton eht Shnw it,, Mery Griffin ShOSSMirriSoll
,
1
:30 The tortior SPore
Sergeant Was
1 .2: Tht
LAO,/
The Untouchables
Herywacd At Night
2
HO'lywood At Night
-30
Ho',,sJod At tight

SWIFTS PREMIUM

SOLID

5 17103 Worship
7

SWIFTS PREMIUM

/S I

Thursday to 730 Monday, the
Wednesday night movie to 8:30
Monday, "The Survivors" from
9 Monday to 10 Thursday , "Tlw
Flying Nun" from 7:30 Wednesday to 7:30 Friday, "Thc
Ghosi and Mrs. Muir" from 7:3(1
Thursday to 8:30 Friday,"I.ove,
American Style" from 10 Monday to 10 Friday, "Let's Make a
Deal" from 7:30 Friday to 7:30
Saturday, "Jimmy Durante Presents • the Lennon Sisters Hour"
from
10 Friday
to 9:30
Saturday.

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
g
UP

nF.C,EMBER 3.

HN
ONS
FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS

INIfff .
337,302 68.74
1,317,348 71.35
597,644 68.92
807,198 71.95
671,552 69.92
2.1,965484 $70.27

NEsDAy

ENTUCKY

Economic Security
Office Saves
$68,400 In October

Television notes

TELEV1S111( SPIEDRE

11,

303 CAN

23

- PRODUCE
Red - 10 lbs.

29° POTATOES

39°

Pink or White

290 GRAPEFRUIT

2 for 150

Tokay

29° GRAPES
BANANAS
29°

lb. 19°
lb. 10°

9 :30 Dean.Mart"

1
1
1

i'QUEEN OF ROSES VISITS NtW YORK Visiting New York
City, the istio Toorpament of Roses queen cuddles up to 11
flirty toy c:it In a tore on Tinies Square. She is pert Patna'
flee Tedesco..

STORE HOURS

7 a.m;-9 p.m.

MON.- SAT.

eressa

•-•••

l"tontriel"4.

,s .•
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• miners?"
was inadequate, said later.
The remark got lots of pub"If it didn't happen to Inc
!Sits and is fortnight ha. k to it would have happened to sonic9
one else."
life every
• there's a new
Antone Ohm, acting superescape from the 52-year-old in. intendent of the prison, seemed
stitution.
surprised when asked why there
So it was on (lit. 6 when had been so many escapes.
ates.jatthe prison
escape by
Robert Fraticelli and Ambit. "We've kept them down to a
By BRUCE A. COOK
in the past twora;,al es."
While the escape rate has Morris, both serving long terms bare minimum compared to
III )N()IA
(11111) _Head
line: Two votiviCtixatsrapii nom been reduced in recent years, the for robbery, stole a pair of bolt other institutions," he said.
prison has not been abb. to clippers from a tool crib, picked But, despite what the offiHawaii State Nilsson.
Manani-ilit-stricet reaction: shake an image which out e a spot Hi a chain link fence cials say, the prison has that
pr pted a eitira•ii to facetious- directly beneath a guard tower image.
"So what i•Ise is new?
and snipped their way to freely
suggest:
A daring daylight breakout
'It's as easy to get out of
'Why not install a special do io.h
by two l'11/11Vil
rololocrs ft'.
that place as it is to get. in,"
titwer
claiming
the
guard,
cendy was at lc.ist the riOth traffic light for escaping prisaid Mrs. Betty Fujii, who lives

Philandering Donkeys Hawaii prison song•
Stage Tourist "Holdup"; 'Up, up and away
No One Gets Angry

WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 3, le
after their c ape).
A
Wary Estrella broke. ..iit tIl
and
1917.,
Aug.
29,
the prison
was no•ver seen again Atotlittri
ties believe he stowed away oil
a ship to the II. S. inandaold

Des Moi
is also i
Mext

sod moved to Mexico.
The prison's most-publicist-4i
escapee is Robert J. (Bobby)
Do. Costa, a burglar who pndea
hianaelf on his jailbreak ability.
1966, De Costa apparendy
hid in an unused oven Illf tWil
only one is still at large, il days while authorities deslir'oi still alive. (Fratit elli 4/1111 perately tried to determine if
Morris Will' Cal/1111'rd eight days lie was ill of out of tile

By PATRICK LA.
ALBUQUERQUE
(l1P1)—Holly wood ii
California, Des Moir
hi Iowa, and you di
hijack an airliner to g
they're all in New Nfo
And if you think i
too pleasant in Pt
remember, you could
but still stay iii t
Enchantment.
New Mexico, as
through hundreds of
corded history, pick
of unusual titmice.
Most of the its
town and place
Spanish, due to the I
the conquistadors
here in the 16th in'
the Anglos, 200 yea
difficulty with the
guige, and made no I
changing anmes to
Anglos who had t
bling around with "I
San Juan Bautisto d
Rio de Las Galin
changed it simply I
Beck Grant."
Albuquerque, orig
ed after the 'Duke o
que of Spain, lost an
spelling somewhere in
and the miasspelling
Anglos were probabl
If Hell Canyon, ho
Manzano Mountains s
Albuquerque, is a lit
for you, you can gt
Canyon."
Des Moines was II
its bigger cousin in I
Hollywood was m
Hollywood, Hie
If you're afraid
meet your waterloo i
you might regroup
at Headquarters, or
turn chicken and hij
High Lonesome,
Whatever the man
"Frying Pan Canyo
Kelly mountains,
started
bothering
"Giumble Gulch" an
him about the time
"Gut Ache Mesa."
Visitors to Croo
might also enjoy 131
for a miner in the arei
If the gambler fou
a little cool at "Poke
could try for a bet
"Chance City."
New Mexico 201,
erie Tik its 'place''Ill
sprinklings of "Bears,'
'Cows," 'Horses,"on
a "Rattlesnake" and
For those too for
in "Lucy," there
"Lucille." Or if you
Spanish flair, there'l

within sight of the prison walls.
Polities
The dilapidated old prison
has been a subject of political
controversy. State officials agreed years ago Hawaii needs
a new prison but the administration and legislature haven't been
able to agree on where to build
one.
Although many convicts have
fled the prison over the years

41,
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I Instant Hairsetter

This motorist doesn't seem to mind as a philandering donkey
in Custer State Park conducts a search for a "handout."
By GROVER BRINKMAN
Central Press Association Correspondent
CUSTER STATE PARK. S.D. Any reader who has gone to
South Dakota to tour the Black Hills, the Badlands, and Custer
State Park. will tell you that the primary attraction at Custer
is the bison I buffalo, to you and me! herd roaming the hills, one
of the largest in the nation. However, before they get deep enough
into the park domain to see the "buffers," as oldtimers still call
the shaggy beasts, they are confronted by dozens of four-legged
creatures of a far different nature.
They're philandering donkeys. These donkeys not only beg.
they block the road, rump to rump, and stay there as determined
as Missouri mules, until they arc fed.
It started years ago, the park rangers will tell you, when a
herd of wild donkeys roamed the park, a carryover from gold
prospecting days.,when every '49er had his donkey to carry his
supplies and mining tools out
into thy hills-Then--the tim bre. seem to hawe a passion._

rwonty hoosort-onos
lees in 3 stzem to create
any hair style you de-

"LADY VANITY" HAIRDRYER

,. . •

REG. $19.88
dryer features 4
Professional type hair
wall construction for

sire

sir

controlof posiheat
air.
flow Save.
even
double
handle.
tions and portable with convenient carrying
411Completely
11140446/44,44141DMOOMMIOA LANkWOR&K

* * *
of gold mining changed, and
IF YOU journey to Custer,
some of the donkeys, no longer
needed as beasts of burden, allow at least another hour on
your itinerary. That is the time
were turned out to pasture.
a tourist usually spends on the
• • •
highway, where the donkeys
there are several hun- congregate, begging for food.
dred of these semi-wild donkeys It's time rather well spent.
in Custer. ranging the hills un- The kiddies enjoy it, and many
confined.
of the adults as well. The donThey've turned into the most keys turn deaf ears to blasting
persistent beggars ever to stomp nownsatilieseekatellsster atiattats war
a hoof!. Its all the fault of the impsellitnt
motorists,
tourists. Despite the tagna not steasii in the roach -noses -studgto feed any of the animals
windows, silently
buffalo, bears. asking for a handout. Most peothe
include
prairie dogs and deer, people do ple can't refuse When the donjust the opposite.
keys get their taste of sweets,
The donkey isn't the dumb they move off.
Once you get through the
little beast he is often pictured.
On the contrary, he is quite donkeys, the buffalo herd is
smart, and once he realizes that further down the road. It's a
people in automobiles have can- thrilling sight as the shaggy
dy and cookies—and cigarettes beasts, several hundred in a
---he and his cohorts simply single herd, work their
form a road block, clogging the down to a waterhole. In imaginhighway, poking noses into cars, ation, one can picture Sioux
station wagons, trailers and warriors spurring their ponies
campers, seeking food. And food alongside the shaggy animals.
This is the America of the
they get, all types of goodies,
plus cigarettes for which they pioneer, and its good to
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COLUMBUS, 01
The automobile of
May be free of tiny
flaws—metallic cracks
milIion th-of-an-ine h
sometimes exist in c
axles and transmission
In some cases th
develop into costly
because heat and s'
them to spread and
parts more rapidly.
A new inspection
has been developed ti
tiny cracks and flaws
any metal part.
The technique, call
now used to spot n
defects in the bearini
blue blades of jet eng
Jernigan, a manager ol
Nucleonics, the Con
developed the "hole
estimates that flaws ii
ings of engines used
Force have cost the g
more than $10 millic
past 10 years.
In the KET proc,
of the mildly radio.
krypton 85,seep into
in the metal. Once
have crowded into a
are spotted by an
scanner. Techniciani
able to take immediate
action.
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'Killer' bees spread
thru South America
swarm of bees.
By JOHN VIRTUE
When the hers were 'unported
SAO PAULO, Brazil (UPI)- from Africa in 1956, Krazil was
The killer offspring of 26 African well on the way to becoming the
queen bees which escaped from world's third largest honey proan apiary 13 years ago have clover after Russia aml the
started to spread throughout United States. However, the
fierce offspring col' the African
South America.
The agriculture department in bees drove so many honey proBrasilia said the bees have al- ducers out lit business that by
ready crowed south into Argen 1967 Brazil had become an imnits and west into Paraguay and porter f the product.
The man who introduced the
Bolivia. It said the bees will
probably enter Uruguay next African bee, genetics professor
Warwick Kerr of the Ribeirao
year.
Within Brazil, the bees have Preto school of medicine in Sao
travelled as far north as Forta- Paula state, has received threatleza, 1,500 miles distant, where ening letters from victims and
the latest fatality occurred. A producers forced out of business.
six-year old-boy died almost in"If I could," he once said,
stantly after being attacked by a "I'd put all the African bees in
a ship and send them back to
A frica."
When Kerr imported 170 AfDoable deal
NEW YORK (UPI) - The rican queens from Tanganyika in
time is coming when a new car 1956 he knew they were fierce,
will come with your new house, but he hoped hi transmit their
tamer
according to marketing specialist high honey yield to
Braziliati4ires.
Lawrence G. Chait.
His experiment went awry
Chait says the mortgage inwhen
one of his workmen left
be
will
package
the basic home
open
a
door to a screened hive,
developed to cover car charges
allowing 26 queens to escape.
Five years ago -the offspring
The nation's most destructive
of thetie escaped bees started to
forest fire, in Peshtigo, Wis.,
appear on the
attacking in
in 1871, destroyed 1,280,000
swarms and invading domestic
aerra of timber and killed .1,500 hives. The fatal victims included
persons.
both Mall and beast.
• * *
The agriculture department,
whirl,
recently completed a
Independence Rock, populark know n as the Register of study on the bees, said 20 per
the Desert. is one of the great cent of the offspring were as
natural mon ttttttttttt on the Ore- Jima. as the pun. African beesr
70 per cent were hoHleralely
goti
fierce while Illa• remaining 10
* * *
cent were tail;.. It said the
I eader among W sinning in- ideal solution to the iirobluni
dustries in 1 41013 was oil and W1,11111 lu further ijross-J4(ced
Trfi tam,
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BIG K will have P.A.
every 30 minutes during Santas
visit.
These will be at
BELOW COST prices.
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Screen Gems h.
Connie Stevens for
half-hour comedy ser
silted for ABC expos
1970-71 season. Th
the third series on
has worked. Previot
were "Hawaiian E
"Wendy and Me."
program will be ea
Connie Stevens Show,
will plav the top aid
coon who suddenly
business for herself.
•• *
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Des Moines
is also in
N. Mexico
By PATRICK LAMB
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M.
(UP1)—Holly wood isn't only in
California, Des Moines isn't just
in Iowa, and you don't have to
hijack an airliner to get to Cubathey 're all in New Mexico.
And if you think things aren't
too pleasant in Pleasant, just
remember, you could be in Hell
but still stay iii the Land of
Enchantment.
New Mexico, as it wandered
through hundreds of years of
('(Riled history, picked up a list
of unusual names.
Moat of the state's earliest
town and place names were
Spanish, due to the influence of
the conquistadors who came
here in the Itith century. But
the Anglos, 200 years later, had
difficulty with the Spanish language, and made no bones about
changing armies to suit them.
Anglos who had trouble fumbling around with "Hacienda de
San Juan Bautisto del Ojito del
Rio de Las Gallinas Grant"
changed it simply to "Preston
Beck Grant."
Albuquerque, originally named after the Duke of Alburquerque of Spain, lost an "R" in its
spelling somewhere in its history,
and the mistispelling stuck. The
Anglos were probably to blame.
If Hell Canyon, located in the
Montano Mountains southeast of
Albuquerque, is a little too hot
for you, you can go to "Week
Canyon."
Des Moines was named after
its bigger cousin in Iowa, while
Hollywood
was named after
Hollywood, Flit.
If you're afraid you might
inert your waterloo in Waterloo,
you might regioup your forces
at Headquarters, or you could
turn chicken and high-tail it to
High Lonesome.
Whatever the man cooked in
"Frying Pan Canyon," in th
Kelly mountains,
apparently
started
bothering him in
l'GrOmble Gulch" and really hi
him about the time he reached
"Gut Ache Mesa."
Viisitors to Crooked Creek
might also enjoy Bent, named
for a miner in the area.
If the gambler found his luck
a little cool at "Poker Lake," he
could try for a better deal a
"Chance City."
New Mexico also has a menag
erie 465 its place''nlimea, with
tyrinkittipof"Bears,""Beavers,
Cows,""Horses,"one "Lizard,
a "Rattlesnake" and a "Rat.
For those too formal to liv
in "Lucy," there's alway
"Lucille." Or if you prefer th
Spanish flair, there's "Lucia.

Atoms spot
metalflaw
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)
The automobile of the futu
may be free of tiny structur
flaws—metallic cracks less than
millionth-of-an-inch wide tha
sometimes exist in crankshaft
axles and transmissions.
In some cases these crac
develop into costly repair bil
because heat and stress cam
them to spread and wear o
parts more rapidly.
A new inspection technique
has been developed to check for
tiny cracks and flaws in virtually
any metal part.
The technique, called KET,is
now used to spot microscopic
defects in the bearings and turbine blades of jet engines. E.D.
Jernigan, a manager of Industrial
Nucleonics, the company that
developed the "hole finder,"
estimates that flaws in the bearings of engines used by the Air
Force have cost the government
more than $10 million over the
past 10 years.
In the KET process, ato
of the mildly radioactive g
krypton 85,seep into tiny crac
in the metal. Once the ato
have crowded into a crack th
are spotted by an electro
scanner. Technicians are th
able to take immediate correct
action.
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PORK ROAST
Al-rmou
Meat
er Boneless
Lean TenderTend
PORK
pkg.
2-oz.
1
PORK

Asst. Flavors
3-oz. box

JERGENS
SOAP
3 '43R 25'

LOTION

MILD

329

Giant SID Bars

SMOKED TENDERIZED - Center

MRS. HUBBARD'S

LUCKY PIES
3 FoR 790
1 D02.

in Carton

BLUE BONNET

Only th• Bost goo.Into thesis Frozen Foods
Morton - All Flavors

CREAM PIES

3 for 79'

Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.

GREEN PEAS

2 for 35*

Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
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Screen Gems has sign
Connie Stevens for a wee
half-hour comedy series that
slated for ABC exposure in
1970-71 season. This will
the third series on which
has worked. Previously, th
were "Hawaiian Eye" a
Aendy and Me." The n
program will be called "T
Connie Stevens Show," and
will play the top aide of a
coon who suddenly goes i
business for herself.
* • *

Roald %mond/wiz * Nor
gian, firtit reached the St
—Pole 141r-14; • .1441 I: with f
other torn.

CHOPPED TURNIP GREENS
and TURNIPS
2 for 35*
Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.

FISH STICKS
Morton (excl. ham) - 11-oz.

MEAT DINNERS
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
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New Reading
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
United Press International

Choice In Silver
Is Predictable
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
NEXT time you set a company table give a thought to
the fact that your silver patern may tell guests a great
deal about your personality.
This has been proved in a survey made recently. Women in
their twenties, thirties and
forties were handed a personality quiz. On the basis a
their answers, the survey-takers were able to determine
with a surprising percentage
of accuracy the type of silver
pattern they favored. Eerie?
Rather—but interesting, as
well.
To find out if you conform
to your "type," tackle the following quiz: Circle one answer for each question.
• (I) You'd like to honeymoon in: (Al Rome; (B) Hawaii; (C) Scandinavia; (D)
Morocco.
•(2) You'd rather be: (A)
A museum curator; (B) a florist; (C) A dealer in early
American antiques; (D) an interior designer.
•(3) If you could have
your choice of an original art
painting you would choose:
A DECORATED traditional silver pattern is the choice of
A) Classical portrait; (B) ReGroup A women, who are incurably romantic traditionalists.
alistic landscape; (C) French
flower painting; D) Abstract
or a bow; (B) Pastel shades seldom show displeasure.
modern.
You opt for simple, never
• (4) You most enjoy lis- or subdued prints; (C) Well
tening to: (A) A symphony; tailored outfits; (D) Bold pat- extreme, silver patterns and
favor a modern design ex(B) A musical; (C) A pops terns or electric colors.
• 110) Given your choice pressed via understated curves
concert; (D) A jazz concert.
•(5) Your favorite flower you would prefer: (A) A or delicately interpreted flowis: (A) An orchid; (B) A carved ivory chess set; (B) A ers,
• Mostly C Answers: You
cherry blossom; (C) A red wine rack; (C) A pair of alabaster book ends; (DI A cop- have a knack for combining
rose; (D) A daisy.
the best of the past and the
•(6) The type of enter- per wall sculpture.
taining you most enjoy is:
Now check to see which best of the new. Current fads
(A) A luncheon or afternoon letter cropped up most in your: and trends interest you but
tea; I B) An after-ski party answers. It is the key to your you don't adopt them until
they have general acceptance.
or barbecue; (C) A buffet personality pattern.
supper; (D) A jazzy cocktail
• Mostly A Answers: You You are stable and very pracparty.
are self-sufficient with an eye tical.
In silver, your choice is a
• ( 71 You are most apt to out to both business and social
admire a ring which high success. Both incurably ro- generally unadorned pattern
lights: (A) A diamond; (B) A mantic and strongly a tradi- or one with simple ornamentapearl; (C) A sapph(re; (D) An tionalist, you have a deep love tion borrowed from classic
motifs.
emerald.
for the beauties of life.
• Mostly D Answers: You
In silver, you look for a pat•,(8) You are most likely
to buy something because: tern with lavish elegance— ,r_are a woman of action. little-,
) You were influenced by classic curves, baroque scrolls, ,pendence and impulsiveness
the comments of others; (B) renaissance themes of flowers. are integral parts of your perIt was a bargain you couldn't
• Mostly B Answers: You sonality. You like to be up
pass up; (CI It was something enjoy harmony and are most on the very latest.
Miniature sculptures appeal
you needed; (D) You just fell at home in casual surroundin love with it.
ings. Both sensitive to critic- to you in silver--dramatic
•(9) Your favorite dress- ism and sympathetic to other linear motifs or sophisticated
es are: (A) Typically feminine people's troubles, you main- forms with little or no ornawith trimmings such as lace tain an even disposition and mentation.
Itt

—
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Transplant:
Black Forest
in Venezuela

Centennial
90 c The

crap,234111.111:

proclamation by President Andrew Johnson.

The young mother said her
.• granting amnesty to practically all surviving Consoo is so thrilled by his newly
By KIM FUAD
federates, enabled George Graham Vest in 1889 to resume a
acquired reading skill that he
law practice and politics. (In
CARACAS (UPI) The turn spectacular career in Missouri
sleeps with his book under his
1869, Johnson was an unsuccessful candidate for U.S. SenaCoin
the
road
that
leads
into
pillow.
tor from Tennessee.)
Somebody must be doing Ionia Tovar brings a gasp of
Vest was to be known in his lifetime for many things, but
surprise from the visitor, assomething right
to be remembered after death for only one: a spontaneous
"Project Read," an exper- tonished to find an exact replica
oration in a court case involving a claim for $300. A backimental reading program, is of a Black Forest village just woodsman, whose hound, "Old Drum," had been shot, sued
getting its most ambitious test 40 miles west of the Venezuelan, the offending neighbor. George Vest, campaigning as a Democrat, happened to be in Warrensburg, Mo., on the "court day"
ever in two districts of New
Established 126 years ago by and knowing the sentimental feelings the frontiersmen had
York City with 40,000 students caPitai.
for their watchdogs and hunting-hounds, Vest accepted. He
taking part. Like the mother 30 adventurous German men
won the case with the appeal that began:
whose son takes his took to and women brought here by
"Gentlemen of the Jury: The best friend a man has in
patriot Manuel
bed, administrators in those Venezuelan
the world may turn against him and become his enemy.
in
Felipe
Tovar
1843
and
given
of
Brooklyn
districts
and the
His son or daughter that he has reared with loving care
Bronx are impressed with the a small, river-crossed valley to
may prove ungrateful. Those who are nearest and dearest
settle in, the colony now numresults.
to us, those we trust with our happiness and our good
They said last week they are bers about 6,000.
name may become traitors to their faith. The money that
The combination of German a man has he may lose. It flies away from him, perhaps,
determined to keep the proGeorge Graham Vest and [0
gram alive even if the city's determination and the cool cliwhen he needs it most. A man's reputation may be sac- signature. A Kentuckian, he
central administration cuts out mate - an average 60 degrees rificed in a moment of ill-considered action. The people who was en route to California,
the funds that have underwrit- fahrenheit - plus the over 3,500- are prone to fall on their knees to do us honor may be first when he saw a Missouri mob
foot altitude have produced an to throw the stone of malice when failure settles its cloud forming to lynch a Negro. Vest
ten the experiment so far.
unprecedentedly successful upon our heads. The one unselfish friend that man can have undertook the boy's defense,
Reading System Tried
in this selfish world, the one that never deserts him, the one
was subjected to threats himThe reading system intro- transplant of European culture
that never proves ungrateful or treacherous, is his dog. A
self, and determined to face
duced by Behavioral Research in a tropical country.
man's dog stands by him in prosperity and poverty, in health
the results. Thus he settled in
For nearly 120 years, the setLaboratories of Palo Alto,
and sickness. He will sleep on the cold ground where the
Missouri.
lived
in
tlers
relative
isolation
Calif., also has been tried with
wintry winds blow and the snow drives fiercely, if only he
encouraging results in Washing- in their 115 square-mile enmay be at his master's side. He will kiss the hand that has
ton, Chicago, Detroit, Phoenix clave, building homes that are
no food to offer; he will lick the wounds and sores that come
almost exact replicas of those In encounter with the roughness of the world. ."
and San Francisco.
"Project Read" employs the the original colonists left be(For the complete text, send a stamped, self-addressed
Sullivan system
envelope to Clark Kinnaird, Centennial Scrapbook, c/o this
named for hind, and growing vegetables,
newspaper. For two copies, enclose two stamped envelopes.)
noted linguist D;. M. William fruits and other agricultural proSullivan who pioneered in its ducts. These were transported
development. The system puts by mule over muddy mountain
heavy emphasis on phonics trails to Jonquil°, 25 miles aDistributed by King Features syndicate
rather than the "look-say" way, where the road to Caracas
method that has prevailed in began.
'Five years ago, a modern
most U.S. schools for the last
30 years. Educators estimate highway was built, making Co-that at least one-quarter of Ionia Tovar a little more than
America's school children now an hour's drive from Caracas,
fail to learn to read with "look- Now tourism has become a masay" which requires recognition jor economic fact in the lives
of the descendants of the early
of whole words.
Dr. Edythe J. Gaines, super- colonists,
The
little town now
intendent of the Bronx district
where "Project Read" is being boasts seven small hotels, of
tested, says it "breaks down which the "Selva Negra"(Black
the complexities of the English Forest) is the best known and
language into its basic com- largest. Scores of Venezuelan
ponent and rebuilds it in a way families make weekend outings
that makes sense to the child." to Colonia Toyer to walk among the planted pine trees, and
One Principnl Benefit
George Stern executive vice enjoy the rare chilly weather
president of '
Behavioral Re- and good German food.
search Laboratories, says one
Because of more than a cenof the principal benefits is that tury of isolation, most of the
a child is faced with only a population of Colonia Tovar is
single sound for each letter for made up of direct descendants
a long period, "In look-say, for if the original 30 settlers, so
example, very early he gets practically everybody is everyfour sounds for the letter '0' — body else's cousin.
Most of
those in of, off, over and Tom. the valley's residents are blond
The results is that the child is and blue-eyed.
_completely contused when be
All the ;`Tovarenos" are
sees an 40'," Stern said.
Venezia/Aim catizena although
FALSE T2ETH?— Not axactly. They are Kennametai teeth tipped with tungsten carbide
The Mileloof of the "
their surnames are German in
set into the cutting head of ielour-toot-diameter boring tool that drills holes for pilings, in
Read" books is that of progra- origin and a "Pancho" Struvinthis instance for a skyscraper in Pittsburgh. Boring is quieter and neater than blasting.
med instruction.
Each
age ger or a "Juan Carlos" Schmidt
contains both questions and an- is not an unsual combination.
swers. The child covers the anOver the years, the dialect
swers, makes his choice by cirb- spoken by the original settlers young people a new environment
cling the correct alternative and has been modified to take in and a chance to begin again
then lifts a spear slide to see if new terms for objects unknown after a period involving intenease learning are so small be in the Black Forest. Today's sifted individual training and cois right most of the time.
11 Olive Blvd.
children in Colonia Toyer speak unseling designed to equip them
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Spanish more fluently than their for a meaningful and productive'
place in society.
parents' tropicalized German.
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3152

kuit

College Cleaners

Bill J. Puckett, director of the
Murray State University Founda-

International Silver Co photo

a.

Your preference
ENJOY THE simple life? Have an even disposition? You're in Group
in silver runs to modern designs, such as Silver Lace, which has a contemporary look.

tion, recently attended a four-day
Project Interchange Convention
in Miami Beach, Fla., at the
invitation of the U. S. Depart.
meat of Education.
As immediate past superintendent of Crittenden County Schools
at Marion, Puckett was one of
three representatives of Kentucky public school aclrninistratior
at the convention.
He also was the only represen•
tative of a major university att
ending a convention round seminar on Job Corps teaching
progress across the United Stat.
es, participating as an observer.
Several public school teachers
throughout the U. S. are on assignment, either for the summer

or on a one-year basis, working
with corpsmen in the fields of
reading, mathematics, language,
and study skills.
The Job Corps is made up of
young men and women, who have
dropped out of public schools
and who are living in an environment so characterized by cultural deprivation, a disruptive
homelife, or other disorienting
conditions which impair their
prospects for successful participation in any other program
providing needed training, education or assistance.
Job Corps centers offer these
Norway visitors

(UPI) - The numbei
tourists visitinf
Norway in 1968 rose tc
383,000, an increase of 5.7 pet
cent over 1967.
Oslo hotels are embarked on
a building program which will
increase their capacity by more
than 3,000 new beds by 1974.
The city of Bergen will have
1,800 new hotel beds within
OSLO

of American

two years.

RUBBER STAMPS •
•
•
•
•
•

SONG MY MASSACRE Bodies lie on a roadway leading from Song My. South Vietnam. in
this photo made March 11, 1968. by former Army Sgt. Ronald Haeberle of Cleveland.
The
dead are victims of an alleged massacre by U.S. America! Division troops. Life Magazine
photo, copyright R. L. Haeberle.1

Christmas
made easy with a

LEDGER & TIMES

CHRISTMAS CLUB
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

Billy Puckett
Attends Meet
In Florida

PAC

Put the "Merry" back into Christmas for
the coming year. A small deposit in our
Christmas Club will send you off to4ard
smooth sailing when next season's January bills come flooding in ... Join now!

Peoples Bank
Of Murroy,Kentucky Member Of FDIC

4
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We Give Treasure Chest Stamps.
Double Stamps Tue. & Wed.

GODCHAUX
(With Coupon)
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Vest and 11,1
mtucklan, he
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a Negro. Vest
ooy's defense,
threats himlined to face
he settled In
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We Reserve The Right To Limit
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We Have A Large Selection of Xmas Trees,
Xmas Candies, Fruitcakes And Gift Packages.

LIBERTY COUPON
89c
10 LB. BAG SUGAR
With This Coupon
And $5.00 Cr More
Additional Purchase.
Ciggs. & Tobb. Exc.
Void After Dec. 9th.
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SHANK PC
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.
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LIBERTY COUPON
MAXWELL HOUSE 89c
6 Cz. Inst. COFFEE
WITH THIS COUPON
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Watch For Lions Club Shopping spree.

LI3ERTY COUPON
50 TF:AOING STAMPS 50

LI3ERTY COUPON
50 TR..DING Si t.APS 50

$3.00 Cr More Purchase
From Cur L)rug Rack.
Void After Dec. 9th.

Purchase Cf 3 oAGS of
Any Xmas Candy.
Void After Dec. 9th.
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Crime and criminals in the
Bluegrass State are about to
be categorized, computerized
and analyzed as never before.
A system for uniform collection and evaluation of crime data
from all state, county and local
law enforcement agencies throughout Kentucky will get underway
on Jan. 1, according to a recent
announcement by Kentucky State
Police Director Col. Charles B.
C rutchfield.
Listed as an "immediate priority" by Kentucky's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Crime Prevention in its 1969
report to the CommoDwealth,uniform crime reporting is expected
to fill a long-standing need for
ase
an accurate means of informing
"the governor, the legislature
GRAND CHAMPION steer at the International Livestock Exposition in Chicago is 1,265and the citizens of the state
pound crossbred yearling -Conoco,- and standing beside him is his owner, 11-year-old
about the resources that must
Brad Lindskog of Prophetstown, Ill. The Angus Charollais was bought by Brad for $315.
be put into the criminal justice
system if it is to cope with the
growing incidence of criminal
behavior."
Under the new system, Col.
Crutch.fteld said, local communities, regional crime commissions and state agencies will be
BENTON, Ky., Dec. 2 — The in surgery carried out Monday
able to accurately pinpoint high
xodition of Karen Mathis, 17, mornilig.
crime areas and develop realishospitalized in Denver, was satMrs. Guy Mathis said the best
tic priorities to meet the threat;
NEW YORK (UPI}—Stocks
isfactory Monday night.
estimate now is that the transcorrectional rehabilitation proThe information was given by plant surgery may be done in opened lower today in moderate
and particularly the programs,
turnover.
the parents, Mr. and Mrs. James two or three weeks.
Indications that Washington blem of the repeater offender E. Mathis, to the grandparents,
Miss Mathis was taken from
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Mathis of a Memphis hospital to Colorado will maintain its tight monetary will be far easier to examine
Benton.
General Hospital in Denver on policy a while longer continued with an eye to improvements
The young woman, who faces Saturday when a decision was to dampen sentiment on Wall in the system; and law-makers
made that her kidneys must be Street. Paul Volcker, underse- will have the neceacary data at
a kidney transplant, had both removed.
cretary of the Treasury Depart- their fingertips to correct exiskidneys and the spleen removed
It had been anticipated that ment for monetary affairs, said ting deficiencies in our laws.
The KSP Bureau of Criminal
removal of a kigney or kidneys the nation's economy is slowD. C.(Culley) Steele
and the transplAt would be per- ing, tut he observed that "the Identification and Statistics, heformed at the same time. But administration will continue its aded by Capt. Noah W. Mullins
Dies In New Mexico
an infection was found in the battle against inflation." Mean- at Frankfort, will be responsibD. C. (Culley) Steele of hospital section where kidney time, many analysts noted that le for the collection and analysis
Roswell, New Mexico, died transplants are done, and the stocks are well sold out, and of all data coming from KentucFriday, Nov. 21, at his home in transplant was delayed.
that recovery time may be ky's 374 police departments —
Roswell. He was 92.
and publication of an annual cridrawing closer.
Funeral services were held in
Shortly after the opening, the me report.
Roswell. Burial was there, also.
The FBI's uniform crime reindicator
NEW YORK (UPI)—ABC-TV U P I
mar ketwide
He was born in Calloway has foiled its new "Movie of the showed a loss of 0.21 per cenf porting system served as a modCounty, Ky., the son of Mr. and Week" sufficiently successful on, on 501 issues crossing the tape.' el for development of Kentucky's
Mrs. Wesley Steele. He moved to Tuesday nights to renew the pro- There were 230 declines and 118 own program.
New Mexico many years ago.
gram for the 1970-71 season. It advances.
Survivors include one son, Tom screens new
Goodyear eased 1,4 to 29,
90-minute films
Steele of Lovington, New Mexico; made especially for television. while Minnesota Mining lost 11
one brother Finis Steele of using top stars in original dramas to 113'.8. International Nickel
ed s to 421 8, Bengeet IA to
Hardinsburg, Ky. and a number Some of the 26 movies ts
ypbews in Henry made for next season will ru 1$ s .
of ni=esemor
Transamerica lost 14 to c5%,
and
two or more hours.
with Kaufman & Broad also
down 1 e to 49's. American
Telephone slid l a tO 507s. Xerox
held unchanged at 1071 2.
In the oil group, Gulf was
steady at 291/2. Texaco was
unchanged
at 2958, while
An informative meeting on one
Occidental fell 's to 241 8 of America's newest breeds, the
Natomas jumped 13,4 to 68. Simmental will be held at the
Jersey Standard added 1,4 to Graves County Extension Office
6158.
on Thursday, December 4th at
Among the autos, Chrysler seven o'clock p.m.
slid 14 to 355,e, and Ford also 14
Mr. Travers Smith, of Cardto 415,e. General Motors also ston, Alberta, Canada,
who headlost 1,a to 70%, but American ed up the
first importations of
Motors edged up 's to 10.
Simmental cattle to North AmerSperry Rand held unchanged ica, will be
the featured speaker,
at 4414 on a block of 11,000
The only Simmental (a Swiss
shares. General Electric eased breed) in North
America at the
5 8 to 70%.
present time are located in CanIn the steel group, Bethlehem ada, and United
States cattle
was unchanged at 27. Republic producers
are using Simmental
14
to 35.
eased
bulls through A.l, Programs.
This breed of cattle has tree
mendaus growth and weight for
age, has excellent meat type con' "MASSACRE" TIME PHOTO— This photo obtained from a forformation, and have shown their
mer GI by the Chicago Tribune shows a medic attending a
ability to produce under conditwounded soldier in My Lai, South Vietnam, in March 1968
ions here in the United States.
when the alleged massacres of civilians took place, and beThe Simmental, whose color
yond (middle( is Capt. Ernest L. Medina, using a field telepattern resembles the Hereford
phone to call for a medical evacuation helicopter. Captain
ADULTS 104
breed, first made its presence
Medina was in command of the company whose forces are
NURSERY 7
known
on this continent in 1967.
being investigated over massacre charges.
DECEMBER 1, 1969
The Simental cow is a high milk
producer with a 4 percent butters
ADMISSIONS
fat content. The breed is known
Mrs. Doris Gibson, Rte. 5, as a hardy and thrifty type cattle
Murray; Mrs. Nell Cloys, Rte. with gentle dispositions.
All cattlemen interested in
1, Murray; Mrs. Margaret Blacrossbreeding
or breeding up to
lock, 311 No. 10th St., Murray;
Nolen Atkins, Rte, 3, Murray; registered Simmental are cord
Bennie Spann, 509 Chestnut, Mu- ially invited to attend this inforrray; Mrs. Jenny Clark, Rte. 5, mal meeting and learn more
Cadiz; Everett Massey, 221 So. about this important new breed.
Thusday, December 4, 7:00
llth St., Murray; Mrs. Osey
p.m.,
Graves County Courthouse.
Birdsong, Rte. 6, Murray; Baby
Boy York, 626 Coronado Crt., Information supplied by John
H. Vaughan, Area Extension
Paducah; Baby Boy McCuLston,
Rte. 6, Murray; Baby Girl Mc- Beef Specialist, Clinton, KenReelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the MurCuiston, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. tucky 42031.
Minerva
Dobbins, Gen, Del., Haray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
Mrs.
zel;
Clara Smiley, 408 No.
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
1st St., Murray; Mrs. Rebecca
That
Christmas perennial,
Sarham, Rte. I, Symsonia, Mrs.
"Rudolph
the Red-Nosed ReinREPRESENTATIVE
BE
IN
WILL
Eunice
REELFOOT
A
Grubbs, Rte. 5, Murray.
deer," a musical special first
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
aired in 1964, will be hack
DISMISSALS
for
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
the sixth consecutive year
on
BC
Dec.
5.
Mrs. Attie Peal, 202 Poplar,
Murray; Mrs. June Banks, 308
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
x pe6rn en t in I eleWoodlawn, Murray; Clyde NethMurray Livestock Co will give the livestock invision" 11 return in Frhruary
erton,
807
No.
19th
St.,
Murray;
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need your
Mrs. Jerelean Rang and Baby for its fourth season. Seven new
business and support and invite you to call 753Boy, Rte. 5, Box 63, Murray; productions will be offered, and
Jack Haynes, Rte. 2, Murray; three from last year will be re5334 for top hog quotations
Mrs. Ludie Cole, Rte, 2, Mur- peated • One of the new proray; Mrs. Beatrice Lassiter, perties is an original play,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Lula Al- "Dream on Monkey Mountain"
britten, Box 45, Hazel; Mrs. by Derek Walcott. The proBeulah Phillips To Cony. Div.), duction will be taped in Trini210 So, 16th St., Murray; Mrs. dad, using actors of the Trinidad
011ie Singleton(Expire, Rte. 7, Workshop, which the author
created.
Murray.

PARIS (UPI): The story
was
enough
to
Make
French housewives rethink
their traditional Christmas
menus and
international
gourmets pound the table
in outrage.
"The price of foie gras
has tripled in six years,"
reported France's leading
women's magazine, Elle.
'THE LIVERS of geese,
fattened by forcible feeding three times a day for
three to five weeks, never
were cheap. In fact, they
ranked with truffles, the
black fungi sniffed out by
trained pies, as one of the
world's most expensive delicacies.
Undiluted
and
unseasoned, they can be bought
in a Paris supermarket for
270 francs 449.09) a kilc
(2.2 pounds), or about $24 a
pound. When formed into a
loaf,
delicately
seasoned
with truffles down the cers
ter and port wine-flavored
gelee on top, the price
leaps rapidly upwards.
But other experts on
smooth liver pate claim
increase is nothing like
300 per cent reported
the women's magazine.

Hospital Report

ATTENTION

livestock Producers
BETTER NIG PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

"NBIE

Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
Grading No.3 No. 2 No. 1
'26.75 *27.00 *27.50

seller of foie gras.
"Only a very small portion of the foie gras comes
from France—from Strasbourg. For a long time
most of it was imported
from Hungary, then Israel
and now just this year
we're starting to get some
from Bulgaria," said the
buyer, who declined to be
identified by name.
He said he preferred to
be described as Fauchon's
chief "nose" for foie gras.
"We have all sorts of tasters to make sure we maintain the quality of our
products. With 2300 specialities one cannot be expert on all of them So we
have noses for tea, noses
for foie gras—it's like the
noses who test perfumes,"he said.
"YES, I CAN tell a lot
about a foie gras just by
this," he said, pointing to
his own medium-sized nose.
"But not when I'm smoking," he added, regarding
his cigaret in an ivory holder disdainfully. "I never smoke in the
morning. That's when I
sample—smoking kills the
ability to taste or smell."
He offered a sample of
fresh foie gras on a cracker. "That's a mixture of
Hungarian and Strashourg.
The fresh is better than the
tinned," the "nose" said.

the
the
the
by

-,"PERHAPS 11 or 12 per
cent in the last five years,"
said the chief foie gras taster and buyer at Fauchon,
the exclusive grocery store
where Madame Charles De
Gaulle used to shop when
her husband lived in the
presidential palace.
The
store
is known,
among other distinctions,
as the world's largest retail

Those who do have to
count their centimes and
francs will manage somehow, even if it means economizing. with foie gras of

208 SOUTH * th. Street

N(711212 89
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AERO-BAT. it's called, in case you're looking for something to
get the smallfry for Christmas. Trying to get the hang of it
in Belleville,Belleville, Ill., is Mary Cynthia Johnston. The thing resembles a two-foot-wide tank tread, and is of orange plastic.
The child holds onto the handles and over and over it goes
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Salmon - - 690 HOMINY - 3ev 290

Piss s ALVES

kirCiat PEAS

FOR THE French, a generous slice of the rich,
creamy pate is as much a
part of Christmas feasting
as cranberry sauce with an
American Thanksgiving
dinner.
For come future Christ-

1 tall can

Fairweather -

h GREENS
TURNIP

mas, they can look forward
to the possibility of ihe
price stabilizing or perhaps
even falling, thanks to the
government agriculture program.
One of the items in the....
1970 budget is money for .
farmers willing to raise and •
fatten geese for foie eras,.
—and home - grown geese
livers would be cheaper
than imported ones.

duck rather than goose,
when they do their preChristmas shopping in the
neighborhood market.
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Foie Gras Price Noses Out of Sight

By Leonard Kimball
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New French Crisis

Criminals To
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Condition Of Miss Mathis
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110 Million Babies Arrive At Pace Of 225 Per
Minute To Boost Population Explosion In 1969
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Few
things are of greater concern to
the world as it enters upon a
new decade than what has
come to be known as the
"population explosion." This
by
dixflatrh,
senior
editors of United Press International reports on the problem
and explains why world overpopulation could reach crisis
proportions as early as 1975.
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By ROBERT MUSEL
UPI Senior Editor
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This could be the epitaph of
the human race:
"They loved children."
More warnings have been
uttered by scientists on the
perils of overpopulation than on
any subject in modern times
except perhaps nuclear weapons. Yet nearly 120 million
babies squalled their way into
an already-crowded world in
the past year alone.
Some were wanted, some
unwanted, but mostly they were
cherished, once they arrived (at
the rate of 225 a minute), in the
manner of the species.
And they added to a problem
that some fear could, at its
most extreme, present a future
American President with the
dilemma of deciding which
nations among those dependent
on his country for bulk grains
should eat and which would
have to face starvation.
Subtract the number of global
deaths last year and the
population of our planet soared
W12 months by a stunning 70
million people.
Scientists Agree
Rarely have scientists been
as agreed about anything as
they are that this must stop.
Tbe living space of the world is
Merited. The resources of the
wield are limited. If mankind
does not control its fearsome
fecundity it will drown in its
own flesh.
This may sound like the

SIRLOIN

CHICAGO (UPI) - By the
time Chicago's newest office
complex, O'Hare Plaza, is coinpleted contractors will have
poured more than 1.8 million
manhours into' the project.
That's enough to keep one man
working eight hours a day, five
days a week, for 900 years.
O'Hare Plaza, a joint development by Seay & Thomas, Inc.,
Chicago, and Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
Hartford, Conn., is a six-building, 1 million square foot office
complex located along the John
F. Kennedy Expressway near
Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport.

NEW YORK (UPI) - How
lo people learn about and select a new home? According
to a survey by Owens Corning
Fiberglas Corporation, people
learn about new homes by (1)
driving around, (2) through
newspaper ads, (3) through
friends.
The average buyer visits seven
sites but many visit more than
20 before selecting their new
home. Before making a final
decision, the average buyer returns to his new home at least
three times.
* * *

The minimum driving age in
Tennessee is 21.
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MT. RUSHMORE, S.D. — If
you.recognize this man's face, it
won't be unusual. Yqu might
not know him in person, but the
faoe triggers some cog in your
meinoey. The Indian who posed
for the buffalo nickel? No,
you're wrong. His name is Ben
Black Elk. He is an Oglala
Sionx, and he is the most photographed Indian in history.
Black Elk has been snapped
in front of the Mt. Rushmore
Memorial in the Dakota Black
Hills for so many years that he
is sometimes called "The Fifth
Face on the Mountain."
If you haven't seen him at
Mt. Rushmore, you've seen him
in the movies or on TV. He was
the Arapaho chief in the einerama production,"How the West
Was Won." He played opposite
Charlton Heston in "The Savage," and shared billing with
Van Heflin in "Tomahawk,"
just to mention a few of his
many movies, many of which
are now on TV.
• • •

"VILE who are Indians today,
live /n a world of confusion,"
he said. "We love Indian ways.
NVe are comfortable in the Indian ways. But to get along in
this world the white man tells
as that we cannot be what we
'ere born to be:*
This is the confusion he
speaks of He spoke of the
yoting people. most of whom
have lost their Indian heritage.
stilt cannot understand the ways
of the white man.
"$o our young people have
lost their pride." he went on.

NEW YORK (UPI) - A call
for enlifhtened and material supoI
portEpiecopal
ministers tc
supplant 'irresporuiible" attitudes of the past has been issued by the Rt. Rev. Frederick
J. Warnecke, Bishop of Bethlehem, Pa.
"At this time in history we
need the finest and best of our
youth in the ministry of the
Greater Los Angeles has more
Church," Bishop Warnecke said
at a recent dinner of The Epis- savings and loan companies that
copal Church Foundation. But, any other area of the United
he continued, speaking of semi- States.
* * *
nines.
"It is not only amazing that
Oroville Dam on California's
we have any seminaries, for the
Feather River is the nation's
Church has been utterly irretallest -- 770 feet.

Flow it's done

Manhours plus

STEAK SALE!

Sy GROVER BRINKMAN
'Central Press Associatson
Correspondent

t.‘

Clergy's plight
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sponsible toward them. There
is no national budgetary provision for them. We receive an
annual voluntary offering - in
some laces - which produces
about 35 cents per Episcopalian
per year.
"But more, we are irresponsible concerning the careers and
lives of nearly 10,000 ministers,
not to mention their wives and
children who so often pay too
high a price for our irresponsibility."

Charles de Gaulle dreamed of a
synopsis of a horror film, be the death rate must go Lark
nation
of 100 million by the
seine experts are talking of to AL"
year 2000 tut the practical
1970s or the 1980s as "the tim
Secret Committee Meets
French, aware the high cost in
of the famines," the last chanc
In Britain, a secret commit- living means a
drop in living
for the race to decide whether tee of senior civil servants has
standards with every additional
it will limit and save itself or been meeting for over a year to
child, are not cooperating. The
whether it will plunge towar
consider how to limit population population is
sticking stubbornoblivion in a tragedy be
if it became necessary— one ly at 50 million
and a new
the imagination
of sciene recommendation was for better "make more babies" campaign
fiction.
use of abortion. Prof. Franc is now being
launched.
There can be few in to Novak of Yugoslavia told an
--literate world unaware that a International Planned Parent.
While you read the above
vast and growing problem hood Federation congress in
article, approximately 2,250
exists. Four American pr
Budapest that a worldwide babies were born.
idents have spoken of it. On "abortion epidemic" has been
Human Rights Day in 1967,
under way—one a second, 30
heads
million a year. The Hungarian
of
state, inel
President Lyndon B. Johnson, and Romanian
birth rates
addressed a memorandum to dropped so drastically when
the United Nations blaming abortion
was
made freely
overpopulation for damaging available that the governments
living
standards, for poor had to restrict it again in
housing, for inadequate food, recent years.
for
detrioration in health, Population limiting programs
are not always easy, even when
sanitation and transportation.
government sponsored, due to
Frustrates Desire
And
for
frustrating
th religious or traditional objecdesires of men to lead better tions
or
ignorance. India
'lb
tirik
lives.
started the first of its kind in
What brought humanity to 1951 but despite six million
this pass? Sex, of course. ster ilizations, three million
LB.
LB.
PRICES GOOD THRU DECEMBER 6
Mankind is the only animal who contraceptive loops and an
Indulges in year-around sex— a edueatinn21 campaign, its popuBOTTOM ROUND
BONELESS
FRESHLY
wise move by nature to keep lation went up by 100 million in
OR SWISS STEAK
couples together during the long the past decade (to 537
RUMP ROAST
GROUND ROUND
infancy and adolescence of the million).
Not all nations want to
human child.
Estimating more than seven reduce their birth rates and
billion people in the year 2000, some are trying hard to
LB.
LB.
President Nixon said that due Increase it. Former President
LB.
to high birth rates and sharply
Store Packed
lowered
death rates many Plant care
countries in Latin-America,
NEW YORK (UPI) - You
Lb
Asia and Africa are growing at
Pork
a rate ten times as fast as a can confidently leave your claycentury ago and some might potted house plants unattended
ALLGOOD
triple their populations in the during a two-week absence if
you water them just before leavSLICED
next 30 years.
Whole Or Half
ing, then place the potted plant
Population growth is not in a plastic bag and tie the
simply due to the birth of more shut around the lower plant
First ot
babies, It is also the result of stem, just below bottom leaves.
Lb
the continuing conquest of such
* * *
diseases as malaria, yellow
Azores lift
fever, smallpox and cholera,
1 LB.
Super-Right Skinler
visa rule
which cut the death rate in
is Os.
PKG.
YORK, (UPI) some undeveloped countries an - NEW
Pkg.
average of 24 per cent. As the American and Canadian tourists
National Academy of Sciences will not need visas to visit the
2 LB.PKG....... ....$1
put it: "Either the birth rate of Azores henceforth, the PortuLb.
the world must come down or guese airlines TAP reports. No
Cap'n John
visas are necessary to visit main31002.400
land Portugal or the island of
Madeira.

Most Pictured Indian?
He Is Ben Black Elk

BEN BLACK ELK is a learned
man. He speaks English, impeccably. You learn he is a
qraduate of Carlyle Indian Institute and a world traveler.
He also is a philosopher, a thinker, and a man of wisdom. He
bridges the gap between the
world of the Indian and the society of the white man.
For 22 years Ben has been in
the Black Hills at Mt. Rushmore where he is sort of good
will ambassador for the National Park Service, posing for pictures and greeting visitors. And
nine times out of ten, a woman
or girl poses with him. He
wraps an arm about their
waist and assumes his famous
movie smile. The tourist goes
home happy.
Black Elk is a very serious
man, trying to solve some of
the problems of his people, who
live on the nearby Pine Ridge
Reservation.
• • •

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SAVE 20e

TANGERINES
OR
TANGELOS

GOLDEN
RIPE
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Idaho Baking

BANANAS

POTATOES 10

Use Black Ilk
"They are Indians who are
ashamed of their birthright."
Recently Black Elk was called
to Washington where he testified before the Senate Committee on Indian Education. He
tried to explain the confusion.
But somehow he knew it was a
lost cause.
• • •
BLACK ELK learned to ride a
horse at four, started to school
at seven, with his long black
hair hanging to the waist in four
braids. At each promotion, a
braid was cut off to mark his
progress. His father was a warrior in the famed Massacre at
Wounded Knee, a black page
in American history.
In his book, "Black Elk
Speaks," he quotes his father:
"'When I look back from this
high hill of my old age, I can
still see the butchered women
and children lying heaped and
scattered all along the crooked
gulch as plain as when I saw
them with eyes still young. And
I can see that something else
died there in the bloody mud,
and was buried in the blizzard
—a dream. It was a beautiful
dream.'"
Black Elk recently celebrated
his golden wedding anniversary.
In his 22 years at Mt. Rushmore,
he believes he has posed for
more than two million pictures,
all taken by tourists.
He posed for one other picture, of which he is proud He
was the first of his race on Telstar.
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GOODNIGHT, JOEY

Joey

Bishop i top), whose late
night show for ABC-TV has
been running third to Johnny
Carson (NBC-TV) and Mery
Griffin (CBS-TV) in the ratings, has quit by ''mutual
agreement." It was rumored
in New York that Dick Cavett I Ipwer would replaci
Bishop. "I atiked ABC for i
little tiny off," Bishop joked
"but this is ridiculous."
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In Old California—

Great Days of Gold Mining Now Ended

Separatism problems
mount in So. Africa

Lode area.
The modem way—a giant dredge in a gold dredge pit in California's Mother

By RAYMOND WILCOVE
Central Press Association
Correspondent
SAN FRANCISCO -- When
James W. Marshall discovered
gold in California in 1848 at
Sutter's Mill, he opened one of
the most colorful pages in
American history. Thousands
poured into the state to seek
their fortune.
In the years that followed.
gold mining became one of the
most profitable industries in the
state. Close to 2% billion dollars was extracted from the
Earth in the next 120 years.
Today there is little left to
remind one of this colorful era.
other than the remains of longdormant mining communities
Forty-Niners panning for gold. An old lithooraph.
and operations.
of gold draulic mining began in 1852
Now, the closing down of the ' 1852, the high point
and accounted for most of the
Jtate.
the
in
mining
Yuba Consolidated Goldfield's
recovered until 1884, when
gold
$20.67
Gold was then worth
giant dredge on the lower Yuba
a court decree virtually ended
River near Hammonton has vir- an ounce. After that, the value
the disposal of
of gold produced in the state it by barring
tually brought to an end the Lwih
on rich farm lands.
continued to fall until 1935, mine wastes
gold mining industry in the cont
en the price or the rare met-'
state. according to-the Caltfor,LODE mining techniques then
nia Division of Mines and Geol- al was raised to $35 an ounce.
over, but the last sustook
ogy.
are sorry to put it so crudeFrom then until 1941, when
commercial lode gold We
tained
•
*
•
the U.S. entered World War II,
e Department of Bantu
, but the
California, the fain
operation
milhas got to realize
SOME gold continues to be gold valued at $31 to $50
to One gold mine
Sixteen
mous
produced in a few isolated min_ lion was mined each year. Most In Alleghany. closed in 1965.
that if this inhuman directive
meing districts, but the closing of it was obtained through
While gold mining as a ma- means what it says and is endown of the Hammonton dredge chanical means, but there was jor industry no longer exists in forced, that is precisely what
The
also.
it
to
aspect
another
wrote finis to the last major
California -production in 1968 separate development will be
source ol soid,vtai estimated depression years brought an- was valued at only a halt mil- terpreted as. nqien that happens
inexperienced
of
influx
Other
$100 million in gold was reCOv-- the day of the
no amount of ideological fast
who lion dollars
ered in the Hammonton Dis- miners, similar to those
lonely prospector is not yet talking will rescue its already
a
almost
state
the
to
flocked
trict from more than one bildesthe
roam
still
Some
gone.
century earlier. But the returns
fraying reputation."
lion cubic yards of gravel.
erts of southeastern California
much less for them.
were
Sports affected
prospecting for the valuable
There were only about 2,000
• • •
The Government's separate
mineral.
Americans in California at the
Amateur prospectors a 1 s o development policy also protime of Marshall's discovery.
WHEREAS it was estimated
Five years later, the state's the Forty-Niners extracted $20 a continue to work the streams in duced a bitter disappointment
population had jumped to more day in gold (some much morel, the Sierra Nevada and Klamath for African soccer fans. They
than 300,000, not including the the 100.000 unemployed who Mountains and the U.S. Bureau were tremendously excited benative Indians.
sought riches from the Cali- of Mines and the U.S. Geologi- cause their soccer giants, the
The gold was mined by hand fornia soil found there was lit- cal Survey have expanded their Orlando Pirates, were to play the
at first. Lode and hydraulic tle there for the taking. It was investigations of possible gold white
Highlands Park team in an
mining and then dredging were estimated their "take" aver- bearing formations.
Perhaps California will some integrated game to be held outstill years away. But the thou- aged only $45 to $72 a year. I
Following the early years of day have another big gold side South Africa's borders, in
sands who toiled with their
hands managed to dig out al- hand mining, major gold pro- strike, but gold mining as a Swaziland.
But Interior Minister S. Lourmost four million fine ounces duction was accomplished large- major industry in California is
ens Muller put a stop to it. He
of gold valued at $81,294.000 in ly by mechanical means. Hy- undoubtedly gone forever.

Bullfighter's helpers
want a boost in pay

Centennial Scrapbook
greatest innovator of the age
McCay. Hls wonderful
Little Nemo in Situnberiand was a masterpiece of elegance, simplicity, and poetry,"
quoting the annotation of Pierre Couperie
and associates for an exhibition at Paris'
most exalted showplace for art. Palate de
Louvre, of works of this American.
Couperie and another authoritative historian of the original pop-art, cartoon strips,
Stephen Becker (Comic Art in America: Simon & Schuster), agree that McCay created
the first bond between the comics and the
movies, i.e., the animated cartoon.
McCay, born in 1889, was forty when his
initial experiments with animation proved
such successful attractions on the lyceum circuit that impetus was given pioneering in the
new genre of Paul Terry. J. R. Bray, Earl
Hurd, Pat Sullivan, and other predecessors
of Walt Disney. McCay not only did comic
animation, as in Gertie the Dinosaur, with a
good-natured, sometimes weepy brontosaurus
as heroine, he progressed into graphic representations of news-events.
McCays genius was self-cultivated. He
wrote: "I never decided to be an artist. Simply. I couldn't stop myself from drawing . .
on the school blackboard, odd bits of paper,
the walls of barns. Today I'm still as fond of
drawing as when I was a kid . . . I never
thought about the money I would receive."
During a long period McCay drew an entire standard-size newspaper page of Little
Nemo in Shunberiand for daily publication.
Little Nemo, created in 1905 and interrupted
in 1911, was recreated 1924-27. In the interval, McCay distinguished himself as editorial
cartoonist. There were republications of selected Little Nemo originals In 1947 and later.
CLARK KINISAIRD

put up the money, as is sometimes done in Latin American
plazas. But the impresarios say
the have fallen on hard times,
that box office returns are lower
and taxes and operating costs
higher.
"Not a chance." one manager
said here.
So next season the men in
the tattered black and silver
suits will go into the ring and
risk their lives for a few thousand pesetas.

earnings.
By WILLIAM B. LYON
Their pleas now have a ring
MADRID cUPI) - The "for- of urgency: in the season regotten men' of bullfighting cently ended, one of Spain's
want a 100 per cent salary in- bloodiest, two banderilleros died
from horn wounds.
crease.
But their chances of getting
They are the magnificent maa
are slim.
raise
tador's assistants - the three
"How can I afford to pay
banderilleros, who place the
short barbed sticks in the bull's my ring assistants any more?'
withers and cape it into posi- asked one matador here. "After Early Puerto. Rico
tion, and the two mounteelpica- my other expenses, manager's
SAN JUAN, P. R. (UPI) dors, the corridas "villains" who
fee, and bribes to the critics The first Spanish settlement in
reduce the animal's power and I'm lucky to be left with S100 Puertd Rico was built in 1508
test its bravery with long lances. myself."
and called "Puerto Rico," which
Instead of earning around
He said only a half dozen of means rich harbor in Spanish.
$100 per fight, they would like
Puerto Rico for a time was
top stars make real money
to get paid twice that amount. the
most of the matadors simply the capital city of the island
and
They met to draw up these
could not afford to double the of San Juan. Eventually, the
demands. They said they simply
names were exchanged, but nosalaries of their "peons."
could not live decently and supsubalterns, had hoped body Stems to know why or
port families on their Current
bull ring managements might when.

ipgq

E -The
88 c
was Winaor

could not go about it in a more
By CHRISTOPHER
efficient manner."
MAC DER MOTT
He said South Africa's policy
JOHANNESBURG (UPI)- of friendly relations with Black
The African townships that have African states, "if it were eve
sprung up around South Africa's intended as a serious effort
major cities are barred to whites improve this country's misfit)
have obtained a with the rest of the world, has
unless they
special permit, valid only for failed miserably."
David Marais, president of the
daylight
why political obser- Football Association of South
•t hTs n'
vers were surprised by a circular Africa, an all-white body, said
put out by the government body the government's intervention to
which controls all aspects of stop the match was "a crud
African life in the country, the blow . . . as damaging to the
Department of Bantu Adnii&- country's sport as the D'Oliviera
stration.
affair."
The circular to local authorAn English cricket tour o
ities said "such communities are South Africa was cancelled when
in white areas" and "profess- the government refused to allow
ional services should be done by, a non-white member of the Engwhites in accordance with policy. lish team, Basil D'Oliviera, to
Thus, said the circular, African come.
doctors "and other professional
men should not be granted consulting rooms and offices in
ALMANAC
urban African townships."
Observers thought this circular appeared in contradiction
By United Press International
to established policy that members of each racial group should
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 3,
serve their own communities. the 337th day of 1969 with 28 to
The anti-government Star follow.
newspaper said: "Leave aside, The moon is between its last
for the moment, the purely quarter and new pliase.
considerations:
humanitarian
The morning stars are Venus
the fact that the townships en- and Jupiter.
joy the services of far too few
The evening stars are Mercudoctors of any race even by ry, Mars and Saturn.
day; the fact that the township
On this day in history.
people like other people some- In 1818, Illinois entered the
times get sick at night when the union as the 21st state.
only doctor they can call has to In 1833, Oberlin College, the
be an African one, because no first truly co-educational colother can live in the townships. lege in the United States,
"If African doctors and law- opened its doors with an
yers-and why not traders too? - enrollment of 29 men and 15
are to be driven out of the town- women.
Will the gaily wrapped peckships into the homelands, who In 1929. the Ford Motor Co. ages under your Christmas tree
will provide the townships with raised daily wages from $6 to hold pleasure or peril for your
the services which even they $7 despite the collapse of the children?
The Kentucky Society for the
have to have? White people? stock market.
If so, is that separate develop- In 1948, the nation learned Prevention of Blindness prement? Is that what,is so ful-,, that microfilm of secret Ameri- dicts that from Christmas 1969
somely known as each racial can documents had been found to Christmas 1910 approximategroup serving its people in its In a hollow pumpkin on the ly 19,000 children will have
Seen killed by accidents caused
own areas?
farm of Whittaker Chambers.
by toys and 40,000 to 50,000 per"Or is it just another way
--all, durof giving some expanding busi- A thought for the day Sir manently crippled Inyoungsters
million
ness pickings to some selected Winston Churchill said, "There ing 1910, two medical treatment
Is it just is no finer investment for any will require
white operators?
because of such accidents. Of
another name for white greed? community than putting milk these, thousands will incur eye
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Specimen of hundreds of drawings McCay
did to animate "Gertie the Dinosaur." This
one has her weeping. [Courtesy of Museum
of Modern Art, New York.]

'become a real cook if her electric play stove or iron using 110'
volt house current explodes In
flames because of excessiee
heat or defective wiring.
Christmas tree lights can be
literally blinding, the Society
warns. Defective wiring can
cause shorts resulting in sparks
shots, darts and bean shooters. and flames. Decorations ahouid
Mr. Peyton Hoge, Ill, presi- be unbreakablp and nonflammdent of the Society, cautions able, and the tree should be
parents to "make sure that one kept away from radiators and
of your child's eyes or that of fireplaces.
a playmate doesn't become the
November,
Although, this
'bull's eye' of an archery game. President Nixon signed a toy
When the rubber auction tip on safety bW to ban toys presentthe arrow's point is removed or ing electrical, mechanical or
Sails off," he says, "play arrows heat hazards, the major responcan become as deadly as those sibility for the grim toll of toyof frontier days."
caused injuries, including loss
A potential Nobel prize win. of sight, rests with parents.
tier in chemistry may never a
Reputable toy manufacturers
thieve fame if his toy chemis- pre-test toys, but it is not their
try set blows up in his face be- fault if their toys fall into the
calm he is too young to handle hands of a child too young to
It prudently according to Jr- handle them intelligently and
structions, Authorities recom- safely.
mend that he should be at least
Mr. Hoge urges parents and
11 years old before he receives family friends to select safe
his first set. He should be in- and appropriate playthings and
structed to lock it up out of the to avoid toys with sharp or proreach of younger brothers and truding edges, or those male
sisters.
of flammable materials or plasHis sister may never see to tic, easily shattered materials.

Prevention Of Blindness
Society Issues Warning

Into babies."

Injuries or even blindness needlessly because of a defective
or inappropriate toy, or one
handled without caution or supervision.
Among the worst offenders
hiding under the Christmas tree
condition of Henry County are bows and arrows, missileschools music director William type toys with explosive caps,
F. Crosswy is reported to be pellet, pop and blow guns, sling
slowly improving, according to
Mrs. Fred Blanton who visited
with Crosswy in Vanderbilt
hospital Sunday.
Mrs. Blanton said her son-in-law was able to eat small
quantities of light food and was
able to communicate with his
wife Anne, although not verbally.
She said Crosswy still remains
in the intensive care unit of the
hospital.

Crosswy's Condition
Said Improving
The
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Washington
stayed here
said the match
was clearly
BRIDGETOWN, Barbado
against government policy. He
Washington
said those people applying for (UPI) - George
passports to participate in the spent two months on the island
match could have their appli- of Barbados in the West Indies
in 1751. It was his only trip
application refused.
Gideon Jacobs:4 the Oppo- outside of what is now the
sition Party's Witwatersrand United States. Washington came
Chairman, said: "If we want to to Barbados with his half-bromove into total isolation-which ther, Lawrence. During his stay.
is closing in on us anyway-in Washington contracted smallthe field of international sport pox, but his condition did not
as well as in other fields, then we become serious.
r 4141)
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An amazing new ingredient
now comes in this familiar package.

ed. S
cations.
Holiday
3
W
full tim
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It's called a longer-lasting engine.
longer lasting than what?
longer lasting than our old engine,
which in case you didn't know, was
one of the toughest engines around.
The new version is more powerful.
(Top speed: 81 mph vs. 78 mph.)
It has-better acceleration.
And most important, it weighs the
same as the older version. So it
doesn't hove to work as hard to get
you where you're going.
But the generation gap ends there:

r

11
11311111611
r
PO

The ney•engine will still give you a
good 26rmiles too gallon of gas.
It still takes pints of oil instead of
quarts.
It still abstains from antifreeze.
IBecause it's still air-cooled.)
And it's still conveniently located
in the rear for better traction in mud
and snow.
Yes, all the things that made our
old package a hit last year are back
again this year.
Including our old package.

••••-•••••••
,
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SPAIN RENEWS CLAIMS ON GIBRALTAR Units of a Spanish naval task force are at anchor
off Gibraltar after Spanish Housing Minister Vincente Mortes Alfonso renewed Spain's
e blerphoto
claims to the British colony in an address at Algeciras.

MOOEL WARMED By GLANCE Clad in a bikini. London
model Frances O'Toole gets an admiring glance from a passerby as she poses with a spring hat in Hanover Square

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
800 Chestnut

Murray,

Ky.
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ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser.vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3178,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC

INTER BIRD DOG. ApproxiSERVICES OFFERED
ly 7 years old, good field
Priced reasonable. Call PROFESSIONAL resident;
TFC lat painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486.
D-31-C
MM MOVIE CAMERA with
and
projector
, bar light,
FOR YOUR home remodelin&
nen Used very Utile. $85.00. additions and repairs. Free estiwe 100 moto:acooter, good mates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
&don, $150.00. Westingrefrigerator, $20.00. Call WILL TAKE few selected horses
D-4-C for training. Boarding fsicilitlea
78.
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
UR MALE German Shepherd telephone 753.6977.
Ilec.44.
or
see
• pies. Call 753-6897
PROMPT
and
guaranteed
washat Bobby Cole's, Murray Route
D-4-P er, dryer, range, dishwasher
4.
and refrigerator service. Paul's,
ONE MAPLE and one walnut Phone 753-9865.
D-54
conaole stereos, Small scratch,
Dirge discount. Dunn's T. V.
and Appliance. 118 South 12th
D4-C
Sttteet.

this November,
Nixon signed a toy
to ban toys presentcal, mechanical or
the major responthe grim toll of toyuries, including loss
with parents.
le toy manufacturces
a, but it is not their
eir toys fall into the
child too young to
intelligently and
•
e urges parents and
ends to select salt
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ys with sharp or proa.
ges, or those nutlet
•le materials or plena
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APARTMENT RANGE, dining
tables, chairs, pie safe, baby
bed, bassinet, dressers, end ts.
bits, chest of drawers, and portable T. V. Dickerson's, 3 miles
north of Murray on 641. Phone
D4-C
733-3218.

PIILACK TOP PAVING

ALLIS-CHALMERS 66 Combine
and Taylor Pasture Dream HardL4 Drill. Phone 753-6401.
D-4-P
•

No Jobe to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimate,
Contact:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Iletween COO a. na. and
500 a es.

BELTONE factory fresh hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TIC
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
trimmed or removed. Landscaping. Yard care. For these
services call Kelley's Termite
and Pest Cotutol 753-3914, located 100 South 13th Street.
II-D-3-C
"SAVE WITH SAFETY" ..
Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharmacy. Free parking, low overhead, low prices. Don't just take
our word for it. Shop, Shop,
Shop, you will be glad you did.
We will be glad to quote prices. No obligation what so ever.
D-3-C

ntique Auction Sale
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 10:00 a.m.
Just out of the city limits of Paris, Tenn. on Highway 79
last. Across highway from Uncle Lee, at the late Kimble
Caldwell Placa.
This is a sell out, everything must go, regardless of
price. Walnut washstands and dressers, with marble tops,
round oak table and chairs, Jackson press solid cherry,
old pie safe, walnut beds, walnut wardrobe, spool cabinet,
old trunks, iron beds, brass bed, flat irons, kettles, 6 heart
back ice cream chairs, wagon wheels, buggy wheels, butter molds, dough trays, brass horns. Mantle clock, kitchen
clocks, weight clocks, 1 grand-father clock, dishes, bottles,
jugs. Many more things.
MRS. KIMBLE CALDWELL, owner
SHORTY McBRIDE, aueflonsar 247
Sale held rain or shine - Lunch served

seed labs on similar tests and
new seed testing techniques,
Dr. Charles Barnhart, Dean of
the UK College of Agriculture,
will address the group at 9 a.m.,
on Friday, December 12.
Persons interested in attending the meeting should register
at 10 a.m. on Friday, December 11. All interested seed growers are invited to attend_

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1-T

deity
25-River in
Siberia
26 Mans name
27-Door openers
32-Rear part of ship
34-Above
35-Cravat
36-Brim
38 Maiden loved by
Zeus
39 Openwork fabric
41 Regard for
another's wishes
44 Ethiopian title
46-Note of scale
47-Preposition
48 Incomparable
52-Couple
55-01d Testament
(abbr)
56-Fish eggs
57-Be in debt
59-Head (abbr )
60-Parts of flower
62-Ached
64-Stupid persons
(slang)
65.104,alk pompously

vavarl

WANTED TO WY

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
Made Fresh Daily
IN :1,ACKS
OR BULK

SHROAT'S
MEAT MARKET
109 North 5th
ths

LOST LEASE: everything must
go, cost and below, last week
D & R Aquarium 1/8 mile south
of Hazel. Call 498-8578. D-4-C
ARE OVERDUE Murray-Calloway County Public Library
books creating a space problem
for you/ Enlarge your living
area now by returning overdue
library books between December 1 and December 6. There
will be no overdue charges durD-4-C
ing this time.

WANTED: Good used Larson
or fiberglas boat, 14 or 16 ft.
Reasonable price. Also ponies
for sale. Phone 437-6101. D-4-P
WANTED: Used Clarinet. Phone
489-3661.
D-5-C
Old, old road
LOUSVILLE, Ky. (UPI) Some Louisville streets still show
portions of the route of the
Old Wilderness Road of Kentucky's pioneer days.
northone
A jog in
south street is there because
the first road followed a buffalo
trail at the northern terminus
of the Wilderness Road.
Buffalo and other animals
well-defined
trail 'HEARTY BEST WISHES Celebrating his first year of life with
made
a
through the area en route to the
the heart of a Mexican woman beating inside his chest. Leo
salt outcroppings, or "licks,"
A. Boyd, 51, admires gifts, cards and a giant heart-shaped
to the south of what is now ,:cake he received at St. Luke's Hospital in Houston. Tex,
Louisville.
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22-Guido's high note
24-Skill
37-Fondle
27-Press for
40 Make lace
payment
42 Enemy
28 Managed
43 Negative
29 Young goat
45 Fragment
30 Uncalled for
48-Cleaning
implement
31 Title of respect
33-Pedal digit
49 Ps
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50-Soaks up
51 Hit hard
53 Excite
54 Unusual
58 C.nnness of
healing
61 Preposition
63-Greek letter
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
2 -3

PEANUTS

TO
PLACES HE'S NEVER BEEN
INVITED TO BEFORE

NOW HE GETS (NVITED

6LAD
LIKE5 HI5
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NOTICE TO CREDITORS
ADMINISTRATION has been
granted by the county court upon the following estates, to
witBurl Stroud, Dec'd.,
Marjorie Shroat Hole, blura
ray, Kentucky, Administratrix.
Arthur L. Bailey, Dec'd.,
Arthur H. Bailey, Sycamore
Street, Murray, Ky, Administrator.

ENGLISH setter female
horse sh.oeing.
*.PleaseEXPERIENCED
$20-00 each. Please eel
D-4-P Stove )-104ek, phone 753-6269.
753-7585.
pt
D-11-C
MO MOBILE HOME. Excellent
casdition, two bedroom, 10' by
51'. Central heat and air-conditioning Phone 753-8496.
CARD OF THANKS
D-4-P
We wish to express our deep
AKC REGISTERED German appreciation and thanks to our
Otleo Burton, Dec'd.,
Shepherd puppies, six weeks many friends and relatives for
Lavelle Burton, Murray, Kenold. Ideal age for Christmas the many gifts and acts of kindgifts. Call R. McCann 762-2998 ness shown us since we lost our tucky, Route 5, Admimetratrix.
Oscar C. Skinner, Dec'd.,
before 4:00 p. in. an410489-3881 home and all of its contents by
fire on Friday night, Novem- John W. Skinner, 707 South
after 4:00 p. m.
ber 15.
3rd Street, Murray, Ky., AdMr. and Mrs. Clayton Adams, ministrator.
FULL BLOODED Germain ShepSue Ann and Debbie
herd. Will make a nice ChristArthur S. Hjort, Dec'd.,
ITC
mas gift. Phone 498-8528. D-5-C
Eva Hjort, Hazel, Kentucky,
Executrix.
Lula Holland, Dec.,
NOTICE
James W. Thurmond, Murray,
Kentucky, Executor.
John D. Stamps, Dec'd.,
Frances Stamps, Murray, Kentucky, Route 3, Executrix.
James 0. Clary, Dec'd.,
Phyllis R. Clary, Route 1,
Murray, Kentucky, Executrix.
Located one mile from City Limits. Eight apartments,
Louisa
Prances
Parker,
six new mobile homes. All in good condition and on city
Mice Clark, Route 2, Maywater. $1070.00 monthly income. Will sell for $51,500.00.
field, Kentucky, Executrix.
Rudy Smith, Dec'd.,
Charles C. Canon, Route 4,
Paducah, Kentucky, Executor.
D-4-C
Lone Parker, Dec'd.,
011ie Barnett, Murray, Kentucky, Executor.

VOTES DOWN REQUEST

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Senate Foreign Relations Committee has voted down a
request for $54.5 million to buy
a squadron of new F4 Phantom
jets for Nationalist China.
The cut was made Monday in
a foreign aid authorization
measure previously passed by
the House. Sen. George D.
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Improved
TO LIGHT TREE
Aiken, R-Vt., said the commitseed production will highlight
tee felt "the money can be
a multitude of topics scheduled
BELFAST, Northern Ireland better spent,"
for discussion at the Seventh
said
Council
(UPI)- The City
Combined Annual Seeds Meeting.
would go ahead and
The two-day conference, Decem- today it
switch on the lights of the the Ulster government ban on
ber 11-12 in Lexington, is open
municipal Christmas tree next public demonstrations and pato all seed growers and will ininstituted after last
even if the accompanying rades
week
clude members of the Kentucky
technically violates summer's riots.
Seed Development Association; ceremony
Kentucky Seedmen's Associatle
Answer to res,
,day's Puzzle
on; the Agronomy Department
and Division of Regulatory SerUE:13 ORM 1:1(3
vices of the University of KenACROSS
5 Strike
006 MO012 CD
tucky College of Agriculture.
6-Undecipherable
ODO 00WOU31iRM
1 Lanes
writing
The opening session at 10a.m.
Gomm MOO
6-Rain and hail
7-Dining
bird
at the Phoenix Hotel in Lexing- 11.Minor tern
OD MOU 0000
8 Growing out of
12-Studied
ton, will emphasize all aspects
men mop wpommi
9 Printer's
L4 FaroeIslands
OM MOB OMm_gg
of seed quality, and the producwhirlwind
measure
FilliEMIO NEM
15 Afternoon party 10-Out of this world
er's role in the seed industry. 16-Brown
kiwi
000N MO 00
(slang)
Topics open for discussion will
17-A state (abbr )
M000 MOOD
11-Female deer
Include: Proposed changes in re- is cloth measure 13 Underworld god
of
20-Slivers
gulation of the Kentucky Seed
19-Sign of zodiac
81(210B
wood
21-Game at cards
Law, and the variation between 23-Babylonian
ME MgMg P

NOTICE

or

cook if her elect
ve or iron using 110.;
current explodes to,
use of excessiak;
ective wiring.
.h
s tree lights can be
Societyi
'hiding, the
fective wiring can.
resulting in sparks
s. Decorations shouid
able and nonflammthe tree should be
from radiators and

WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 3, 1969

Ky.Seedmen
To Hold
Open Meet

INN SALE
REAL ESTATE FOE SALE
BEAUTIFUL frames, wi KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
10 day service, artistic wort. Level lots, some with treas.
Imported and handanade Oaks Club Road. Country Gab
its. One room of 'mod' gifts Estates, telephone 75341977.
posters. Give an unusual
Dise.44
from The Gallery in Mwon Mayfield Read. DecafeC FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and lot in
Hazel. For sale by owner. If
I' ;PIN
CHRISTMAS gift - interested call 492-8347. D-2-C
array Woman's Club cookks and Kentucky seasie TWO-BEDROOM home, com'camas. Call 436-2345
75S pletely remodeled, plush shag
for information. Dec.-MC carpeting throughout, beautiful draperies, electric heat and
OS, GUITARS, Banjos and air conditioning New Frigidaire
rs. Christmas special, used appliances, range with selfwin, also 5 foot Baby cleaning oven, refrigerator with
rand. Reed's Musk, Hwy 58, vertical freezer and ice maker.
hone 527-8955, Benton, Ky. Also dishwasher and garbage
Jan.4-C disposal. This is truly a beauti, efficient and eco- ful home and is reduced for
sale as owner is leaving
•Pineal, that's Blue Lustre car- quickstate.
Phone 753-1474 or
and upholstery cleaner. the
nt electric shampooer $1. Big 7534775 after 5:00 p, m. D-8-C
D-6-C
•
of drawings McCaw
the Dinosaur." This
Courtesy of Museam
rk.
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by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
I NEED IT
BECAUSE
,
GOING TO BE IN
A SCHOOL
PLAY

NANCY-CAN
I BORROW
YOUR
MEGAPHONE?

J

WHAT'S
THE NAME
OP THE
PLAY

INCOME PROPERTY

„.

•
•

S P.t
Uno•41

All ,...10; •••••••4

Call 753-7992, Anytime

ea!

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift.
500 p. in. to 11 p. in., male or
female Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. No
TFC
ph-'ne calls please.

10' x 50 MOBILE HOME, newly furnished, nice location, two
miles east of Murray. Families
preferred. Contact 762-3737 between 8:30 a. m. and 4:30 p. m.
D-8-P

WANTED: Service station attendant. Only experienced man
need apply. References required. Salary depends on qualifications. Trotter's Gulf, next to
D-4-C
Holiday Inn.

give you a
gas.
instead of
eeze.
led.)
y located
on in mud :
made our
are back

ir0a,lr
PI

NICELY FURNISHED large
three-roam apartment. Private
entrance. Convenient to college
and town. Adults only. Phone
D4C
753-1299.

WANTED: seamstress, part or
full time. Experience preferred. BEAUTIFUL new aYalarah Lee
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners. Apartments, South 16th Street,
D-8-C across from Westview Nursing
Home. Two 'bedrooms, bath,
WILL PAY art student or other utility room, living room, kitchinterested party to do sketches en and dining area. Carpeted.
Electric heat. Air conditioned.
of small baby Call 753-9878.
D-6-C Refrigerator, built-in stove and
oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone 753fl-8-C
4974 or 753-3865.
AUTOS FOR SALE
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a1968 CHEVROLET Impala cus- partment. Two-bedroom unfurtom. Power steering, disc brakes nished apartment. Phone 753.and windows. Four season corn- 5079.
D-5-C
fortron, radio, four speed transmission, 306 engine, Corvette TWO-BEDROOM trailer, elecwheels with new wide oval tric heat. See Ed Fenton or
tires. Phone 753-4775 after 5:00 George Hodge Phone 7534669.
D-5--C
TFC
P. m.
1969 SUPER BEE 383 cu. inch,
four speed transmission, cons :e. Supersun tach, radio and
tape player, new wide oval tires,
light blue exterior, blue inter
lot. 'Call Ken Griffin 762-6558.
D-5-C

Abbie'N Slats

vyEVE SEARCHED EVERY CELLAR.. 44
AND BARN IN TOWN AND COME
UP WITH-FOUR RIFLES DATING To
THE WAR OF /8/2, TWO HOUSE
PISTOLS, A COUPLE oF E5owS
WITHOUT ARROWS AND A
DOZEN P/TCNFORKS

ATTIC

All persons having claims against said estates are notified
to present them to the Administrators or Executors verified
according to law, stone to be
presented to said Administrators and Executors in due
course of law.
This December 1st, 1960.
D. W. Shoemaker, Clerk,
: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP

IN MEMORY
In Memory of my dear brother Goebel Morris who passed away November 14th., 1968.
One year ago, he was laid to
rest in the Barnett Cemetery
after an illness of more than
four years. How he must have
suffered over that long period
of time, only God in heaven
knows.
To my knowledge he had
many sorrows and disappointments during 'his stay here on
earth, but that- is all over now.
How I hated to give him up;
and 0! how I miss him. Sometimes I feel compelled to go
out to the place where he lived
so long, yet I know he isn't
there. I comfort myself in the
knowledge of knowing that his
hope of something better Was
safely anchored in the glori
LOST Si FOUND
tied risen Christ.
LOST: Suede coat on New ProHis sister,
reward.
vidence Road. 2.5e
Myrtie Smith
Phone Don Chrisman 753-4423.
1TP
1TP

by R. Van Buren
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rAT'N'STAND
WE'RE SUPPOSED
OFF AN INTERPLANETARY INVASION
WITH A CRUMMY ARSENAL
LIKE THAT"! WELL--

Lil' Abner

cNoRr-PANT!:- MAR
WEAK MOMENTS,.

ONCE, TOO."

by Al Capp
ThiS,

A LTHO TN' WORLD CALLS
ME'RE HONOR" AR HAS

THEY AL
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LSOAKs
SAYS:Sr
.<
YER ONLY GULP

HEVVIN
HELP MEOP4t
•
OF
'EM!!'

JEST FO'OWL MOMENT, 5E
WEAK'NUFF TO TELL ME
WHAT Ut-s1MENSHUNABLE
JONES DONE THAT'S SO
U4MENSH1N,A5LE!!

:MX

-AN'THEN- MEBBE- AWLL
HAVE A
WEAK
MOMEkriTOO .r.r
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WIGGINS FURNITURE BIC
ALL ALL SALE

ONCE A YEAR

TO

BEGINS FRIDAY MORNING DEC 5
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SOMETHING - NEW - HAS BEEN - ADDED AT WIGGINS FURNITURE

BIG LAMP e PICTURE ROOM)
SOME 400 LAMPS & PICTURES TO CHOOSE FROM
NOTHING LIKE THIS IN WESTERN KY.
\\\\\\••••••••\•••••••••••••••••
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ER FOR FREE GIFTS TO BE GIVEN
\\\\\
"..REGIST

MUST BE OVER 16 YEARS OF AGE TO REGISTER
GIFTS TO BE GIVEN AWAY INCLUDE
DELUXE\\\\\BOX SPRING & MATTRESS,BEAUTIFUL PICTURE1 HASSOCKS.PAIR OF LAMPS.
MOM THAT NEW
Big New Parking Lot-South Of Store BUY
WILL
FIND
YOU
HOT POINT ELECTRIC
WHILE
C REDUCTIONS RANGE OR REFRIGERATOR
SAVE DOLLARS-DRASTI
..
1pc. MAPLE TABLE 6 CHAIRS ‘ BIGGEST SELECTIONS OF SHE HAS BEEN NEEDING
G
SHOPPIN
SOFAS & CHAIRS
SLIGHTLY
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GOOD SELECTION
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of HOT POINT

,, 1 pc. TRADITIONAL ,, OAK MAPLE CHERRY RANGES REFRIGERATORS
;
WASHERS
DRYERS
SOFA & CHAIRS REG. $299.95 BEDROOM FURNITURE
LAY-A-WAY A HOT POINT
' SALE PRICE ti An nc
TO CHOOSE FROM
APPLIANCE NOW
.:
01 au.od " MAPLE SPANISH MODERN
WHILE
1 ipc.SPANISH SOFAtCHAIR;, TABLE & CHAIRS
SUPPLY LASTS
TO CHOOSE FROM
Pc. FRENCH
LOTSByofBERKLINE
RECLINERS SOFA & CHAIR
REGULAR $3999
1 SLIGHTLY SOILED BOX ,-,
&
SOFA
2pc.VINYL
CHAIR
i
&
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